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eX1JIOIreO and 
and interactive nature 

communication from a content 
audience. of VR as a communications 
reached its full in that role. We believe that this is U"~;i1U'>" 
not have the necessary tools to create Virtual Environment 
spe:cltllcatlonls. The of a VE is and tools to ''',.''''n .... 

processes are few and far between. On the other 
in the of tools in view of 

the these tools the creation process, 
We believe that in order to allow a content 

H''';'''''''", ''''~\t''f\rt of the is needed to the gap 

This dissertation documents the research 
'"''''',5'''''''5 how oesilgl1lers 

in the form of a HIUU-.";41U 

obtained by 
m:::SK-l[OO YEs 

methods. 
in turn, how a programmer respOllOS 

two case studies and 

an interactive 1111111-""""'" 
document was then used a programmer 
interactions and to code the VE. 

involved 
the The 

battled to and visualise their interactions 
and that left information The 

document artefact 
interaction 

information in the document 
Iml0Ie:meme:Q within the time-frame 

use of 

to be 
,th,,,r,r .... tool. 

deJ)enderlce on the 
notation. ",.~ .. , .. u,,',u on this fact and used it to derive and formalise a new 

medium. 

The method was as a result of months 
and was aimed at between the 
programmer. It was based on a way of the 
interaction information. Embodied in a software tool called 
' .. "5 ..... 5'"' and software allowed a them onto the floor-

surface and "draw" any annotations interactions. The 
programmer then would be able to "read" the interactions in order to author 
the VE. 

"'.1';""""''' could arise in the a way for us 
could be made. We believe that our research is a stepPJng 

nr;"",."."... a way for content to engage in VE 
creation. 
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_ .... ""- 1 

is in the middle of a media revolution. Manovich describes this as the 

" ... shift of all culture to mediated forms of distribution and 

communication" This shift is due to the of new forms of media for 

to new media is Virtual 

"''''U11I'''''' of Blade and (2002) we use the term "Virtual 

with the term "Virtual Environment". A Virtual Environment is a 

simulation of an artificial world and 

The artificial world has and conditions with which the user can interact 

uOlrrgsloe VR's and one of its 

most '''''wP'rnl 

This makes VE "I-'I"''"'''''''e''''' 

Wacker et 

ai, and 3D games 

use ofVR as a communication medium. 

the environment. 

""~,~ .. ""d",,o """"'''1-''''' of a new medium of 

et 

virtual Tr,p'r:'T>V et 

are representathle ",,,au,,I-'''~'' of the 

~""~P"'~ the use of VR in the above mentioned areas, the creation of YEs is in 

the hands of programmers et It is the academic 

and commercial as which are involved 

in the creation of VE This is because a of content 

who could use the medium to communicate do not have tools to do so. A lack 

of content that VR will not take off as a communications 

medium. The that could be created are hindered because of 

the lack of content which content could 

In order to the tools which content we believe that research needs 

to be undertaken in view of the content in the activities and 

creation of YEs and the communication gap between and 

programmers. As we discuss in the next """ ... un, we believe it is unrealistic to 

10 
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a domain 

interactive VE. In this 

to be able to learn all the skills necessary to create a 

we canvas current in 

a ... Iurrrnmrl on which we 

and creation of 

our research .. v, .... ~ •• , questlOlls and 

limitations. 

The three dimensional nature of VR and its for lon-JUleaJrJlv allows for 

occur, 

visualise 

and interactions to occur in the environment. for content 

,,. .... ,."rr"£1 in two dimensions with programs such as Flash MX but 

",.., .... ,.",,", to three dimensions increases the of interactions that can 

of mathematical and the to 

with media such as film involves the of linear 

sell:me:nts of the overall message or With it is the director who decides when 

each of the is to the viewer. Since VR also allows for the user to 

be in control of the communication becomes non-linear 

to account for different combinations of what the user may decide to do. 

The creation of YEs is therefore a exercise because of the of 

the medium. This is manifest in the tools VR ..... ""torln 

their creation the preserve of '"'v,,,.., .... ...,, programmers. In order to create a VE 

the content must be .... ...,0">'>"'..., .... , the assets must be and the 

"I-'If-" ..... "'vu can then be pr()gr;ammed. have been made to create "",thnrm 

Hendricks et at The most 

well known of these ... ,..'."'1''' .... of an 

tool u .... ,");:,., .... u students with no pn)gramtming p"""prjp".,..p 

These to learn to program in a '''' .. · .... t, ... ''' 

'a"5 .... ~5'" and do not 

VEmedium. 

to the "' .. ""14" .... ' visualise a for the 

We believe that in order to alleviate the burden of 

research needs to be conducted with the view of 

before the or ofthe takes 

11 

from the content 

''''':'''''1') the content 
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work tOI~ether to create and 

Guidelines and methodologies have been prolpolsed to systerrlatise 

takes a team of Before im]pielmelrltal:ion 

and sinl1plify the creation process al!<owing content a limited way of len~~aging in 

The creation of a cornPllter VE creation (nmriver'di and 2001; rel"l:'''' 

game, for is a massive um:iertaking as games are to nrclVilip 

the hours of game of cornPllter games involves 

not process but also a team out tasks. 

Arheam estimates the de'veloPlne:nt process of a cornpllter game to take four 

years. The first year involves game research and 

Orfltotvn:imr. The next two years involve the actual makinlg of the game and the last 

year is the pac:ka!,~ing and Shi)pirlg of the pro1dm:t. 

A multi-diiscirllinalfY team is needed to manage, pn::ldllCe and int(:gra,te the 

different media used in the game. Rollings and Morris divide the roles in the 

team into the follm'lfin:!! divisions: 

.. Staff: Those who manage the and coordinate with 

the and technical staff. 

.. The game who the game the team will be pf()ducing 

and is for doc:urrlenl:ing and the game to the other 

team members. 

.. Artists: This team is for produc:mg the concept art, the game 

models (chlaralcters and the set archit<:cture), animators and GUI interface 

.. Musicians: One or more sound engirleers are resiponsible for rec:on::iing, 

.. 

.. 

and prolduI:ing the audio. 

This team consists of a group of programmers 

re~;ponsible for the entire game. one lead programmer oversees 

the team. The programmers the art work and music the 

artists and musicians with the game rules nrclVilied the desigm~r. 

Support and v .. , ..... ., Assurance Staff: Qllalitative and qmmtiitative of 

the game to ensure it is nl~lvahle is carried out this team. 

A team member can take on one or more of the roles rer)re:,ented above. A de:5igJl1er 

with artistic for eXllmI)le, could proldm:e the corlcelpt art and therefore also takes 

12 
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on the role of the artist. The need for these me:tnC)QOIOI.l:Ies proves the ",,,,m,,, .. ,"·.nl of the 

creation of YEs not in the actual pr<)grarrlmllng of the environment but also in the 

Communication between '""0''''"""',,,,, re]:,re1,ented in the teams is also a 

factor that contributes to the difficulties in the process. For ,-,.00.<""1"'-', the content 

will have a different and mental model than what the programmer 

would have. Because of the TTIlIIfl_r11 nature of such teams, formalisms are 

needed to team members communicate with one another. In order to "",pc'ho:,t", 

process, we the which how communication influences the 

have been used to document a VE and communicate it to others. 

the processes described in the many formalised 

artefacts are 1-/1 U',",U'.,",,", the various roles. These are the shared rer,re1,entatiion of the 

between team members. of these Iec:nnl0l1es have been borrowed from the 

processes of other media. Table 1.1 below lists and describes the artefacts that 

have been used or su~~ge:ste:d to be used in VE 

each artefact. 

References are next to 

Artefact Name 

Mood boards 

boards 

and the 

Architectural HUU1-'U"'1l" to model the 
environment the user can interact in. 
A form of stimulus material of a 
board with a of to 
communicate the intended look and feel the 

from the medium. This 

maps are used to ""u,5""m 
VE content either in or tabular form. 
The attractors, connectors and retainers 
which are in the VE are identified. These 
are constructs which the a 
way that the user 
the desi er's intended interactions. 

13 
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Treatment/Game A five to six page document used to 
the game to l-'u"u~,m;;;J'" 

Document The "bible" created a to 

Flow Charts 

UML 

Scene 

document every of the game. It 
evolves from the game treatment and is 
used other team members as a 

for all of the game. It 
rlp<'''r11nti(\n of the VE aided 

process to describe the 
and flow of an It is not clear 
how this is used in VE but is 

used to express Obl!ecl:-or'lenlted 
decisions in a visual way 

2001). UML includes notations for 
the between actors 

can This 
"' ... 0.' ....... is called a Use Case 

UML is also used to show the 
in state 

are 

- Pederson 
- Ahearn 

- Tanriverdi and 
Jacob ) 

- Fencott (1 
- Tanriverdi and 

Jacob (2001) 

- Fencott(1 
- Nadeau 

pm~allon,s. U11.:1lllU111I1;l: a 
and reference of the use of the artefact in VE literature. 

While there are many artefacts that can be used in the process, there are the 

of 

these artefacts. For 

sequence in an 

between the different team members because of 

be created to show an animation 

which would be useful to the animator and to the 

programmer. the not document the conditions that should 

occur before the animation should be called. This is a of information the 

programmer would need. Consider the method as 

another In this method the V"'I-'''''~'~ is on rl"",,. .. intiinn and illustration with 

n11"t11r,>Q and annotations. The """,,,n,,,, .. 

environment should but may not 

14 
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sound track that is v ... E'u"' .... the whole game or whether each audio item 

described should be in a ""n",,.,,,lr,, file which is at different times. This would 

have Ilclitl<mS for the musician and the programmer. 

There are numerous uu., ... y" ... _~ in communication between the different roles that may 

arise and the medium which is used to communicate may not 

encourage the of information that the various roles 

since all the artefacts used are from other of media. Whilst 

these artefacts the individuals involved in the there has 

been little work on artefacts that aid communication between 

In this dissertation we are concerned with ~"'lf"""W'S the communication 

between the and the programmer roles. We that non-programmers 

and programmers will have in their ideas to 

each other. use artefacts that are familiar to the arts and humanities 

and programmers to communicate 

back to the artefacts that are software as 

flow is backed up the research of Hendricks et al 

Since we are concerned with these two we are interested in that 

information which the programmer needs from the "''''>11<,.''''1 That the specIDlcatlOn 

of interactions and the media to be used in those interactions. 

of VE interactions and the communication between 

the 

and 

programmers, we will contribute towards ,uU~~U"f> VR creation more accessible to 

content as a communication medium. 

In order to facilitate communication in VE ", .... , ... vu, the researcher needs to understand 

the roles and of the content and the programmer. To facilitate 

we used eUffio'gnlprlY because of its on observation of a culture and therefore 

the of the behaviours and artefacts of that culture. 

15 
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as described is "the work of t1p"r.r.l'lm 

the researcher aims to understand the ""''','''''·'''''''behind the artefacts 

and I<n .... wlpt1 of a of view of that 

can also be used to understand a culture in order to make a in the 

some calls research" 

In order to enhance the obtained from the rp."'~llr(·.h 

''''''llH''lU'~'' which are then cross-checked 

data is 

each other. 

This IS called 

of artefacts used the in the 

In order to ""'",.."'"", the process, '1u,uwc<!.u 

used in this research in and nl'l.op,."", 

communication between U,"'>1);;,U,"1 and programmer we will 

methods were 

process and 

"'"'5U''' to 

Smitel~Ic:all'" make """""5'-" process. We started our research 

the most terms of game and of the current 

\.lv._.m.,,,,,I', and observed the a group of 

used when a mini-interactive VE. The researcher took on a dual 

role as researcher and programmer and was therefore able to document how the 

activities affected the programmer the creation of the VE. The results 

of this first study allowed us to record in the document 

.., ... ,,''''''' .... ''H medium and the for the of a new of 

.., ... "", . .,"'.'''H 1CU',5U~'5'" called the 

The research "l ..... " .. ,,"" we set out to answer in our first case were: 

1. How do interactions the document sp4ecill"icllti(m 

metbod? 

2. Is tbe document an metbod to allow the to 

visualise tbe interactions 

3. Is the document metbod a "'nl ...... I .. ir .. Slpe(:ltI lcatlon for the programmer 

to lmole'm,mt the 

The new tu",t,rm method we derived was then embodied in a software tool which 

could use to communicate their interactions to programmers. We then 

conducted a second case to observe a group of U,""l!';","l 

the new medium. In addition to the one of 

the VE U .... 'tlR.U" was the programmer to evaluate how the 

16 
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would influence the task. the 

eUllnogralpn,er (and author of this took on a dual role as researcher and 

programmer. With the results of this second we were able to note how the tool 

facilitated the communication between and programmer and 

to where the tool could be and new features could be added. 

The research we set out to answer in our second were: 

1. How do interactions 

method? 

as 

2. Is the method an method to allow the 

to visualise the interactions 

3. Is the method a for the 

programmer to 

The Collaborative African Virtual Environment 

based research that was set up at the of 

is a 

Town. 

This aimed to create software tools and a me:tne,aolOg which non-programmers 

could use to create VE al-'~Ju"aW,Ii'" At the time we embarked on the nrOlPTU'OI 

work 

an 

in this the CAVES 

tool called VRDirect. VRDirect used the 

games and made use of 

begmDllngs of 

as a ,au];,;""];';,,, lVl .... ..,."UU];';, animation and audio were in other 

software tools and the media was then into VRDirect. Our research and 

software tool were meant to the VRDirect tool and therefore the 

of the t,,,,,tl('.n of the VE of course, be influenced the 

mechanics of the VRDirect ,,"th,-u·,no tool and the ' ...... ivuau')' it could ,...rn,Vll·'''' 

i.e. the tp"hnli1l 

VRDirect. 

The CAVES 

must a AI,",'''''''u that maps onto the features of 

chose to focus on the and creation of VE for 

a 

so our work is also limited to that domain 

for use in de'vel,oPlmg p,...,mn·,,,,c 

wider 

is a hardware 

In our research relevant to a audience of content 

the world is viewed thr ..... ",-'h a .... v ..... " .. w. monitor and audio is 

17 
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heard L"""'''''.'' ":1"",,,,I<",,,r<: or n .. "I1_nn."'In.·<: The user HA<"Hjflu"n~." the world standard 

devices such as the "'''',,,,,,,, .. ,, mouse 

It was an 

ethical 

effort for the CAVES to maintain an 

ae!>IgJler test who were students n".'tirin",tina in a 

course on interactive media. The students were enrolled in courses which credit 

towards their and therefore the use of any software still in needed 

to be at a which the students could use their course work. If nr'u"","" 

arose in the software that the student's progress with course work 

ass.igrlID(!nt:s, it was decided that the l':n1nl':P,nt<: the software embodied would be 

but the software would not be used the students. When the need this issue 

will be described further in this dissertation. 

2: In 2 a discussion on current research into VE and creation is 

outlined. 

3. '-'''''''''L',",' 3 describes the first field which was undertaken with students 

who were to document a for an interactive 3D game. The 

method used was the document. The activities are discussed and the 

discourse 

.,tt"1IYI,~t to author and 

the effectiveness of the 

document was undertaken a programmer in an 

document as a 

ends with a discussion on 

TH'"nr,n method. 

4: This rh"nt"r describes the derivation of a new called 

the 

""'5''''5'"' semantics of 

method and the tool which embodies it. The visual 

annotations and rules are outlined in detail. 

5: A different set of students were to document a of an 

interactive 3D game the "."" .. ",",,,,.,,,vu method. This ends with a 

discussion on the effectiveness of this of pe<:ItI<catlon method as 

the and programmer. 
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6: 6 ....... ,"","'''''' sU!!!!eSWJns as to where to the uvvrlJ""" 

"""5'"'''5''' can be made in order to counter the - .. ,~.t,-.'''-~ that were identified in 

7: 7 the dissertation with a summary of the two studies 

followed the conclusions drawn from each of the methods. A 

section proposes future work from this 

19 
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VE and creation is a new field and as such there is not much 

research in the literature. Few have studied to the theoretical and 

the communication between and programmer. We 

survey works which .,ff"""""t to engage the in the creation of YEs. Research 

into content creation content fall into one of two areas: case studies of VE 

and the of intuitive tools for 

non-programmers. This ... h"nt,·,. outlines the current research into these two areas and 

a brief h<lf'V""''''' 

The and creation of YEs is a N>tnn,pv process in a small number of 

pro,po!,eo me:tn()OO'IO~~les to 

me:tnC)OOlog;les ~~._"'''''." the 

activities of what the Oe!>lgJ1er should do and some document their with 

If a is involved in the creation of a it is natural that the team 

members would choose the of documentation which would be 

with. The on his or her ""VI"",.,,,n ~V"AE>UU"E> for 

other choose a familiar documentation method which 

used for other media. For one 

have 

much 

..."upuc",,,, on textual I1p<:,..r.nt •• nn" pe~lPelreC1 with a few taken from movie 

to use sketches and with 

verbal "''''IJAUUU',nn et al (2001) describe their a shared 

distributed VE called "The Virtual Mall" in which 

-.A,"~";;"''''''' made use of many U'"'.""'U ••. _ ..... _, ___ . They used written "',,, .... .,,,,"',., 

and UML case-based to 

document a The introduction of taken 

from architectural was a novel contribution to the 

U'l';Q11I1"a.,vu of the VE and 1J,,,,H,,,,al.'Y to social space between the 

20 
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""""1-1'" users of the VE. also made use of a wp,nn,~op to list and ""t,,,,,,.,,r! 

eQllIre:me:nts which linked related In their eXJ:ienence, 

felt that the use of the different ''"''''U'''1~'''~ allowed the team members to document in a 

form were accustomed to. While it be true that team members were 

et a/ did not discuss how this 

influenced the between team members. We believe that VE 

creation in which the aeS,Ig11lers and programmers could familiar artefacts would 

lean towards unnecessary communication scr,epamclles. This is because each 

has its own set of rules and both and 

programmers to learn the rules and terms of any artefact chosen before 

effective communication can take in anyone artefact comes thr,"'I11orh 

time and If and programmers were free to choose their 

oec:m,catlOn method then much time could be wasted in "",rlP"ct~,nrl 

before team members come to a shared of the 

Fencott Tanriverdi and Jacob and outline a more 

structured "nr,r,.",,.. to VE creation. In their research to "U~;I'>"'.,,, 

in which the evolves from one state to next before it is 

to make VE creation 

and understood and programmers. 

Based on Kaur's ( VE creation Fencott proposes a VE 

creation with an on modelling the intended user pYJ,prllpni~p<: 

Fencott notes that there are not many tools the ofVE creation 

and calls for further research in this area. can benefit from his model in that 

it to structure the and a mechanism to account for the user's 

The ,,,,",,,IVUV' is broken up into the 

1. 

2. 

rernellUS mooelun2: the purpose of the VE is outlined in this 

reference material of vVI""'.", 

"" .. .." ..... ,,1'> and video. Sketches and 

created in this 

3. a further of the 

the environment in terms of the intended 

""'"I-1<Ull'> to create for the user. 

21 
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4. Structural mOioellllng: this invo.lves the co.nstructio.n o.f the that 

will be handed to. so.ftware 

5. UlUillDe: the final is where the and o.f the VE takes 

He established as a result o.f the o.fa o.f 

with and 

students. He different metho.ds fo.r the o.fthe 

VE befo.re the takes and pro.gramm ers are 

to. use many maps, use-case 

UML and scene o.f which he invented 

maps are used to. sho.w the 

in the VE and ho.w the intended user 

and interactio.ns 

co.uld 

"''''''''1£'''' ~,~t,,'O'('\t'I"" to. describe VE co.ntent in co.nstruct these maps as 

...... "J~u.:'" sentences. His o.f UML and scene """"',,,,,,,. wo.uld still be 

Like Tanriverdi and Jaco.b 

wo.uld acco.unt fo.r the narrative 

to. """",1',"'" 

he do.es no.t ho.w the 

co.nl1Po.nents In VE. 

Tanriverdi and Jaco.b mo.del and me:rn<)oo.'lo.~!;'I fo.r """"15"'''''' o.f 

VR interfaces. Their in the mo.del 

up the task into. COlnpl:me:nts that can be wo.rked o.n as 

and are co.nstrained to. start o.ff with a textual 

np<, ...... i·ntu\n o.f the each o.f the '"'v," ..... .;"",'"'' which is called the and then 

Il"~: .... rlntl'rln" The interactio.n ..... ",rm,·"" a fo.rmal o.f the 

"'V'_WJII<iIlIL,,,.VH co.nsists o.f the use o.f data-flo.w and state chart dlagralms. The 

""''''V'H o.f these interactio.ns is ,,,,,",,n,, • .,.,,,,, with a to.o.l called PWIMP 

et which is """HI'.""" to. 

such as in VE interfaces. While their memCiOOlo.Q atte:mpts to. break the 

task into. different ""f"",,, .. ,,,,, 
n"'<>ro,m" is very much so.ftware 

cornp\lter science terms and 

their use o.f data-flo.w and state-chart 

the to. learn 

Kaur et al hvy",rt,.,vt to.o. I to. assist .... ,,",'l'>"'''''' in 

do.cuments usability 

""' • .,u~""" and a check list fo.r "'''''',1',''''' to. fo.llo.w which is 

The ___ .,.., .. _. used the to.o.l to. the ae'll'elO,pment o.f fo.r 

22 
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VE scenarios. the use of the were able to document 

The l".""''''''''''''''' were based on a 

theoretical under'standltng of uman··comtmtl~r interaction in interaction behaviour 

and of the tool was conducted and the results 

showed that the tool ueS:II.!1llerS to uncover and the of the 

and 1l1pnTI1CV may not have considered It 

would be programmers to the 

..... ,."rt,,,,..,,,,., and whether the be understood programmers. While 

Kaur's tool ~",., ... "rt for VE creation ..,."'" .. ,,,,, aided the the focus of the tool 

was to n""n'lClt", awareness and not ne<:es:,an 

um~ml:nts to be used in the creation 

on uV'"U'U".Ull.l". the VE 

The last case we look at in VE and creation involves the of both a 

"''''''5''''' and programmer a VE "P." " ..... v ... Cho et al their case 

of a scientific VE between a science teacher and 

programmer <mth"rinotool called CLOVES. CLOVES 

Oriented Virtual Environments for Science "'"n,""."\ is a virtual world builder 

that ''''1""I,..,."r+" the of environments rule-based 

The purpose of the case was to establish whether the programmer and 

teacher could come to a shared rpTllre~:enlt::ltl of the that were 

in different domains and to 

and programmer 

programmer a 

The case involved two 

the 

upon CLOVES. In 

the 

and a 

to learn how CLOVES to 

",,.'oa.IO the models which were available to them and to brainstorm their VE. This 

means that the teacher learnt before 

"'\O""l:511111'o the and thus had a CLOVES 

the worked with paper, and a whiteboard medium to define and 

document their The "U:'U-J\.V consisted of the programmer 

the rules the world and then with the the and 

the rules into CLOVES. 

This was observed a researcn(!r who was also the of the CLOVES 

ImlplementaltlOn, he was able to extensions and ,n"I,rWI1,,,p,m 

23 
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These extensions were not intended to allow the __ ~,,., .. _. to use the 

tool but rather to extend tool to enable the 

eqlnre:me:nts to be 1111JI-",",'11,",'''''','''' in the tool. The of 

teacher could learn and understand the cOIlcelpts, terms and vV\.,'''JO,U<U 

showed that the 

in order for her 

the end of the session 

and there tore 

to understand and use the CLOVES in a limited way. 

she had learnt new words such as and "n,'nn",rtl 

believe it showed that a common could be established with the teacher and 

programmer. Even and programmer come up with a 

scenario to~~etlh.er the ,.,"',,, mr,,'" was not the tools to create the herself. 

work is not This case also a heavy burden 

on the programmer to become a content in a !lVI,IO"'''''' new domain in order to 

fulfil the role 

The case studies into VE and creation shows that are att(!ml)tull! to 

engage in VE Even so, it shows that are into how engage 

in VE and creation. The current me:m()aO'lO~ues use formalisms that have been 

borrowed from the processes of other media and still force the to 

be documented in a software enlZInleermg 

and programmer to learn new 

This would 

Current 

metn()aO'IO~~les have also not focused 

and non-linear nature of YR. These 

on the documentation O;:1lT'onolrTm 

Of!.-COmulgs need to be addressed to 

the 3D 

allow 

.... ,,~,'I"."' .... '" and programmers to come to a shared of the 

Table 2.1 shows a summary of the and weaknesses of each case 

discussed. 

and Reference 

VE nu,. .. ' ... u ..... l!;;J' 

The team members could 
choose 
documentation 

UU''''"U.':!5 YEs 

24 
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How effective the 
communication was 
between and 
programmers was not 
researched. 
The method used 
could result in 
communication 

scnepanClles and a 

desi n. 
Documentation artefacts 
are used for eo Ie with a 
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Kaur 

VE 
Tanriverdi and Jacob 

Scientific 
Cho et al 

Table 2.1 

a structured 

The focus is on 
the VE creation task into 
cornp(ments that can be 
worked on "",r\lu·"t",llv 

the formal s ecifications. 

A teacher and 
programmer were 
involved LUO""Ul'''1 

There is no mechanism to 
account for the narrative 
"",,",,,(\",,,"1,,, for 
driven YEs. 

Documentation artefacts 
are used for with a 
software eDj~mj~er;m 

on 
programmer to become a 
content ex ert. 

inVE 

The from VE creation case studies show that VE has been and can be 

11m",.",,..,,, U";;UK'UU'UI'~'''''' attl!ml)t to standardise and enlr;:a~:ed In non-programmers. 

the creation process. Another 

in the VE creation process is to 

non-programmers. A UU~'UUl~ interest and 

to engage 

au,ulu'''lJ,~tool fur 

in the creation of 

tools for non-programmers has The aim of much of this of research is 

the content to eliminate the programmer from the VE creation 

to create YEs. 
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Alice et aI, is an tool for students 

with no n,."n-r" .... 

models from a 

The tool allows the user to select 3D 

and define interactive behaviour on models 

In line with our are of the oplilllCln that besides programmers, a and 

more diverse" (p.486) audience would be interested in YEs. Alice accounts for 

non-programmers the that is used to interactions and by its menu

driven interface. A deliberate avoidance of the use of science terms and 

mathematical notation in their API has been made as much as 

Interactions are defined and 111CUul" .. u.a .. ~,,", 

VClll"'UI." on '~UHU'U'.'''J and ... ""UIlln> 

one hundred users for an extensive 

Alice to create small VE ap~)llcatl(ms. 

In order to make 

was tested with over 

their students were 

The ntl1,,..,,.'onn tool SE was ''''''1.11.10,;,,", with a similar motivation to that 

for students with an artistic and one 

that would allow students to a VE within a thirteen week course. The 

tool was and then tested with students in a classroom The 

evaluations made in the first to SE for the second year 

it was used. ""V',ntH' of the interactions involved easy to understand textual 

found that students could learn to use SE and it was for 

them to create small YEs within the thirteen week course. 

Alice and SE a "nr,,.,.,,,,,h to "("'intin" to 

ease into pn}gramlmllng their interactions. research interests into nt",,..,,.,,,.,,, tools 

for ues,lgIller::; are either constrained to to(:uslllg on some 

Perlin and 

define and 

the of VEs that can be created. 

are concerned with 

the behaviour of actors in real-time. 

or 

~Y""~"vJ to 

was intended to 

allow "'''''''!9'''''' rlP'Trp,3" of freedom of models in the environment. ,-,u,au~; .. 

a model's ae~!fec~s of freedom at runtime allows the ~M"I:>"_' to animate the models in 

"n,p"lnllna interactions in 

content 

.. ",rm """,,-1 to 

understand 

interaction cr>.,.nt.,.,,, 

is also focused on animation sptlCll[lCfIHOln, rather than 

26 
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The RENNAISANCE et is not so much concerned about 

animation but rather about non-programmers to encode ........ 's .. ,""'''' 

into their VE. Frames rules are used as the scheme and a 

interface exists to write and the frames and game rules. The interface 

shows the in a of frames. Frames can be added to the 

", ... nm:·nv and defined The interface to frames and rules and 

called editorial is seJJar,are from the games 

so that content 

programmers. Even 

can write the in with the work of 

the of 

Terms such as 

towards content 

artificial HlL'''HI15''''.'''''''' still need to be learnt the content 

"inherited", 

rules and base. 

and ",n,nuJI""'"'' base" are needed to the 

Hendricks et al a different to non-programmers. 

The is not constrained to in certain of VE creation 

as animation and but is constrained to the of VE that can be created. 

They the creation of tools that allow for the of context 

"LJ~,"'U'''' YEs. This would allow non-programmers to make use of a set of 

interactions that are ""w:vV' .. u,,~ in a menu-driven interface. The interactions are based on 

event-action the user of the ""tl-\,,,""'" tool to define events under which 

actions in the environment can occur. The menu-driven lnt,F>rl':",..p is made up of 

sentence functions which describe the interactions in an the 

user to in labelled text boxes. Since the 

the content 

the set of interactions for that context ""thor," 

tool is context 

be able to use 

tool. If the content 

wishes to different kinds of interactions not .... , ..... u'" .. , he or she can learn to 

new interactions in another called the tool. The interactions 

~""'H~'U in the tool are then PV'''''TT",11 to the context 

tool. If the non-programmer not wish to learn to a programmer can in 

to create the 

useful to """"19"'" 

interactions in the me:ta·,authclfI tool. This can be 

context 

interaction not available in the 

interface for Cf'T'i",ti"", in the 

the ,,,,,,,euu,)', curve for 

falls within a context that has been 

tool. If a content 

he would still be 

wishes to create an 

to learn to program. This 

the user from 

too I to textual 

a menu-driven 

in the ml'::ta-tocil. 

with no in prc'gr,umnmig. 

27 
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One which all of the above mentioned tools have in common is that 

are focused on U""''''«''5 the prc.gr~lmlmrlg task less burdensome. None of them have 

aUiempte:Q to activities which content engage in before 

creation and IIDIPlementattlon takes is decided 

upon by r1"<:1(rn,,,r<: before the prc.grllmlmrlg slpec:ltlc;atlion is done. We believe that 

",.,~\ .... ,..;-,"O" of the activities is vital to mlo-r~,tm the ue~ngJler from to the 

tool and even influence how the "'1I1C1'CI.r,na tool is constructed. Table 

2.2 show a summary of the stnmgths and weaknesses of each of the ","thClY'ino- tools 

pn:seme:u in this discussion. 

The RENNAISANCE Provides a method to encode 
HH"""5"'L1"'''' rules into the VE. 

",!>"n1M,"" curve for 
a content ex ert to learn to 

28 
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program. Content must 
No proJgranlmitlg learn to program or hire 

Table 2.2 

context 
created. 

" .... ·"' .. '<rit." and weaknesses of each 
creation. 

on _w· ............ "" .. ,.."" ..... 

In order to into the communication difficulties between U':;O,I/!',lJ'':;'" and a 

programmer we felt that would be to 

obtain the data. 

have fruitful in many '"'''''''1-'' .... ,,' 

It has been used to understand the social 

"'PI_"".a",vu,,", such as Collaborative Virtual Environments 

Science research 

networked 

and 

2004). 

how 

the use of research ", .... ",' ... ", nr",no'.", could be made to ~", .. ,.",~t 

an .. "',.;,. .... /', work flow. 

tpl,>nhonl'l' conversations between np':HTn,pr" and manufacturers of fashion 

and Bowers' revealed that fashion 

is based upon the modification of ..... "',/',,,,,. This in turn resulted in a 

new software tool for ...... "0''' .. ' This software workflow"",,,",,,,,,",,,,,,,,,, ofVE 

stock models and O"'TTIlP,nt" which de5agrlers could use as a to visualise 

new 

rnntogratmv has been used to interfaces for new apl)ilc:atllcms and evaluate 

wu~.".", ones. et al u<oo"/<,"o;;;u a new database for air traffic 

controllers observed air traffic controllers in their .. V.lAU./<, 

environment and took notes to record their observations. so, 

mSlghts into the kinds of information the controllers needed and identified how the 

software interface could be ,mt,ro'vpl'1 

observe 

communication 

and a programmer in their 

crepallCH!S surface. 

29 
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There are various ''''''JLU'''1''''_'' to data most of which are based 

on observation. Common ....... " ... '1 .. ,_" to obtain data include note of on 

the field, video audio tape r""'.nrrliina '1 .. "_"".v'~"a" .... ,, and the 

collection of any artefacts 

Newman and Nardi and 

Much of the effort in these studies occurs in the of the data collected. The 

consists of an of the recorded data and any artefacts 

The results could then be used to drive a for new software or motivate 

"A''''''''I'. software. 

We have areas in the literature in which VE creation has allowed 

for the inclusion or content who do not ne(:es!;an have in 

Case studies of VE creation in a 

and programmers have been """,.1",,.,,,. tnr,,,tt,,,,. 

team show that 

with the aid of 

IJ"'''U'''''''V'' mediums borrowed from other media An 

array of tools "''''''F.''''''' for non-programmers has had much but 

most of these still content to learn to program. This also has the 

that are constrained to the of YEs. These 

terms of tools the 

response to this we decided to ves:tlgate how 

but little has been done in 

pecltlcatlcm of the VE. In 

would VE 

and how their chosen would influence the programmer. Our intention with 

the was to where or how tool in the 

We believe that the introduction of tools must also 

be understood and be useful for the programmer. In the next we document 

our from a mini-interactive VE and discuss how the 

pe(:lti1catlon influenced the programmers work. 

30 
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This describes a case of a group of de~ngrlerS and a programmer 

on the and creation of a mini-interactive 3D game. Research activities included 

classroom facilitation with discussions and the of a document 

followed the of the in VRDirect. The 

t-lnri lTHYC from this showed that the shared-artefact discussions was the 

the 

the 

of the environment and this information-rich artefact was not carried over to 

document The dOI~unl1erlt, while ,nt'>l'P"hl1l<Y in 

of the game, a tedious translation process the programmer to 

be in a form that is useful for nr[\or'~m'm """'''U''"''''6 the 

the programmer realised that much of the was not the spec was 

vague and the did not understand the mechanics of the 

These confirmed our that and programmers 

battled to communicate with each other but what is more is that this was the 

for a new method. This discusses the in 

detail and serves to the 

method which is presented in 

work for the direction of the new 

four. 

The and Centre for Film and Media Studies at the 

of collaborated in the and of a twelve 

week semester course entitled "Introduction to Interactive Multimedia". The 

course consisted of lectures and hands-on sessions in web 

visual 3D and an introduction to 

As of the course assessment, students were to their 

own write a document for a and author it in VRDirect. 

Classes were held in a new at VCT from to October 2003. 
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We were invited to attend four classroom sessions in order to conduct our observations. 

these sessions the students were to a I1UHI-llal:m: in groups. To 

"'''''''l'.'''' focused around a common theme were asked to 

their games around a game set in called "Handover Street" 

The game was set in a fictional theme called 

New Hanover and would attract tourists interested in Town's historical 

Hanover Street while a front for a local gang lord who would use the to 

conduct his activities. 

Ten second year Film and Media students were enrolled for the Interactive Multimedia 

course and had a h",'lrocrru in humanities. Students were selected for the course on 

the basis of above average class marks and a creative 

The students were introduced to three basic roles in a game team. Since a 

game 

master, 

three roles 

consists of many areas, with each area many years to 

were different roles for the of the game. There were 

which included 

students were broken up into three groups of 

three roles rep,res.em:eo. Each group was to 

Hanover treatment. One of the ten students was 

all of the groups. 

audio and interaction. The ten 

with each group all of the 

their own around the New 

the role of audio theme music for 

For the purpose of this case we chose one of the groups to observe and 

the three students in this group constituted our content or None of 

the content had any Our role included 

u ... '1<"'l'. group work around discussions and prurtic:ip2lting with the group in 

the role of programmer. The other two groups also had a person on the team with the 

role from CA YES but these researchers were attllmI)tin,g to 

answer other research """"""u .. ,, and so observations from the other groups are not 

included in this dissertation. the CAVES researchers were to 

the student who had the interactions role with in VRDirect. As it 

became clear that a ru(ilITlentary <:I,,.,.,h,.,a interface would be n,."v1t1"rI it was later 

decided that VRDirect would not be an ",."",.,..",,., tool to introduce to "'"""1>'."'"" with 

no prc,grll.mlrmrlg The researchers thus steIPpe:(1 in as programmer, not 
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in the but also in the Imple:me:nt,ltIoln 

for interactions then became 

of the game. The person 

for those 

mn~raICtl(mS, but not HUl-ln.,un.HL"';;; them. 

the use of we were able to a better 

ersl:anclmg of the U<;;~'l!';H<;;l Data was collected in the field the 

sessions and recorded 

the process we a closer view of the 

and its 

document from the group constituted the 

""v,,,,'>',,,r,,,," of VRDirect to ' .... 'n''''· .... ''nT 

with the students in 

and also were able to answer 

Artefact of the 

of our observations and the 

gave us the data obtained from 

the nr",Ol",.nnTlln 3.1 shows the data we collected and 

three different data ,.",Tn", .. "., i:UL';;;lHiIJL to achieve IdllII!Uli;UlUH of 

data in our in order to have a rich " .... "' •••. ,,/<, of the communication 

between U'""HJ;;J"'"" and programmer. 

tecbniqules used to an 
process and artefacts used in the first case 

The was llHI-"<;;H'<;;HL<;U 4 machine using the VRDirect 

tool. The students were rpr,,,,,rpn to nrr"",ip the programmer with models and audio. To 

3UI-'I-"<;;Hl<;;llH the in 3D and 

Character animation was 

and film and audio production was done 

and SmartSound Software Several stock 
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characters and sets were n.-r"11/',,," the CA YES research team who nr('.l1."~Pl1 models 

around the theme. This alleviated much of the burden models from scratch 

and allowed the students to customize "'A'''''1:'),; models and animations. 

The document is a en ... '""""""" .. method that is ,,"UVB,I">'" game aesilgr:terS 

and is described as the Bible" (p.247) It contains the 

ae1ngller's vision in detail and it is the common reference docun1ent for all the team 

1'n",rrln",r" ",,,,\,l,",ll'),; programmers. The document is a text document 

broken up into sections for and is with any 

I'''r'I'P,"Ot art and even flowcharts. There is no reference 

fixed for the docun1ent but most documents include sections for 

the 

Provides a rl"",,,rintlinn of the 

\OAIJ1<UlHU')'; the time and 

find themselves. 

Genre and Features: 

of environment the game takes in and the back-

in which the of the environment will 

This should describe the overall of the game and relate the features of this 

game are different from or similar to "'~'''''''I''> games. 

This section describes what the can do in the world and describes 

will be fun to This section describe how the 

for ofthe game. 

Look and Feel: 

the game 

to nrl'lvUI", 

The artistic of the game which includes what the characters should look like is 

recorded in this section. The may also describe how the artistic of the 

environment should enhance the mood of the game. 
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Plot and Interactions: 

This section describes the and how the come to know the rest 

of the story's In this section the interactions are described in detail and may be 

pr<lgnnmmirlg spe(:ifilcation methods such as 

code and ctl1,1""I,,,"rt1c 

Music: 

This section describes the environment's music and sound effects that are needed in the 

game. 

Research: 

reference documents that have influenced the can be in this section. 

Before with the data it is necessary for the reader to also 

understand the mechanics behind the tool. a VE in VRDirect 

the world and the interactions. 

involves the models and audio into the tool's and then the 

enviromment with the models in the Models are inserted into the world 

them from the into the enviromment space and the 

models into the desired the mouse. the models in the desired 

is referred to as Audio is either attached to an or attached to 

the environment. Audio attached to are sounds which are heard if the 

avatar is near the Ambient audio is audio that is and is heard in 

loudness the whole set. 

Once the models are in need to be defined as m 

Software .c~ .. _ .• n.' code. This is the start of ~"'r,.ntinn or pr<)gr:ammil:1f;! the 

enviromment. VRDirect is an event-based which has available a set of 

classes that are used to In the environment 

After the tool an interface for up events 

which could call the Events are executed run-time and at each frame. 

At this the tool three events: the Timer event, the User 

Selection event and the Collision Detection event. The Timer event is 

at each of a frame. This event can be used if the programmer 
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wants a of code to execute within a certain amount of time. The User Selection 

event executed when the user presses a on the """Tn"",r" or presses the left 

mouse button and the Collision detection event is llr",r,,,,ro,t,,,rr collide 

with one another. A <Wl".JlUU that would be called when one of these events is 

be the function. an audio file or can 

an animation. Table 3.1 below shows the available set of functions which could 

be used by the programmer. All other functions that be needed the 

would have to be written from scratch the programmer. 

3.2 shows a of code for 

an instance of the Mobile class called 

declared in VRDirect's reference 

turlCtilOnS can be called on the 

this 

a class called Mobile and 

This is then 

to be used in events where 

1 YRDirect's name was "CA YEA T" and as such the code 3.2 makes 
reference to the "CA YEA T" and 
or methods which are listed in Table 3.1. 
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#Defining a class of type mobile, that can 
return its positions and Azimuth 
class Mobile (CAVEATobject) : 

def (self, name): 
ect. (self, name) 

def (sel, animationNAme): 

animations and 

ect. on(self, animName) 
def getPosition(self) : 

return CAVEAT.getPosition(self) 
def getAzimuth(self): 

return CAVEAT.getAzimuth(self) 
def setAzimuth(self): 

return CAVEAT.setAzimuth(self) 

an instance of the Mobile class and giving it a name 
objectNatasha Mobile ("Natasha") 

#associating the ect with the CAVEAT 
CAVEAT.declareObject(objectNatasha) 

an Instance of an 

code VRDirect's 

3.3 shows a mO'CK--UD of the VRDirect Event interface. In this 

User Selection event is defined. When the user clicks on an 

a 

been instantiated in this event is fired and a sound file is called 

"followMe.wav" and an auuu"n,,",u, "wave" is called. The which waves is the 

source the which the user clicked The event and actions to~~etller 

make up an interaction. 
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----------"~,.- ~.-.~-'-- ~----. ..J 
I 

In orMr 10 create tho pme, the programmer would author the world first by importino:: 

the model and buildino:: the e!lYirornnent l!Ild Ihcn woold program the world by d.fming 

objecl1l 00 which interactioru; will occur in I'}tboo and then ,cuing up the evont, and 

ihc "elioos. 

3.6 Participant Observations 

Th.". wor" thr •• ,.,.ion, whie" the restorcher participmed in during cia,;. time. Th. 

first ,""ion invo)""d i'ltroWCing the ".,dents (0 programming CODCqltJ; using Alice, 

just '0 !hat thO)' hod a r •• l foc the kind of ddail and l<>gic that programmers use. The 

other two ,.""ions involved grrup design diJ;cllssi"".. TIt= ""Mom wore 

approximately"" hour OIld furty-five milllJles each. 

n.e purpose of introducing the stud".,n to Alice "as to .fIow them (he .eripring bebind 

a simple authoring ""virOllJIlen\ and to teach programming concepts ,ueh as variable, 

ond logic ,tructures (if-the!l-.l.e; while-do and fo.:-_do l<>Oping). After showing th<m an 

exlllllple, tbey were required to use Alice to code another elernemory example. 11". 
oxomple r<quired toe designers to turn a rabbit around and make the rabbit walk away 

from the pj~yer, Thi. ,,,.S oonsiderably mon: difficult fur the de>;igner. to do than we 

h!Od anlioipaCed, The designers bocame frustrated with the authoring tool becau,e they 

did not haw enougb time to grasp the c<:Ifl<Oej}"'_ The course facilitator also did not have 

enough time to 0::0 through tho concept. again. Because the designers did not ea"" into 
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Alice combined with VRDirect still too for non-programmers 

to use, it was decided that the researchers would also take on the task of the 

programmer in the team. 

There were two discussion sessions which allowed the team members to 

The group we were decided to centre their game around a 

club in Handover called Club Dune. A detailed of the game will be 

discussed document. the first session it was 

hard for the to Ideas would be discussed about what 

each wanted and the de~agrlers got on like 

what the interface for the ... ","v~,,,,,,", should look before out what the 

of the game would be. programmer at times when the "''-''15'''-1 

with VRDirect within the course timeframe. One ideas would not be 

of this was that 

the cellular 

on the screen to "shake" to indicate to the 

had received a short text message. 

The course facilitator noticed that the groups needed to focus on their 

and them to do so. This the to start Ul"o..;U~i"UJI~ the 

the game. The interactions person was the first to start 

(llSCUS:Slnlg and drew a nnlr_nl<m of the environment. He to his ideas 

about the game how the move in the environment. He drew 

arrows on the movement and then drew other characters 

and locations to show who or what the could interact with. As the other 

team members also IlVllU ..... U 

This was not the artefact that was drawn 

the one that was made reference to all the 

sketch was not considered valuable for the 

the document. 

to their ideas. 

discm:s!(Jlns, but it was 

t ...... t" .. ,.,t,>I" this floor-

to later on include in 

The audio de!ngller also drew a flowchart while the other ....... ~'l~I"'il" were 

the The flowchart described different spatial 

deT)endmlg on whether the could enter the Club th,.,rmo,h the Staff room entrance 

or the main entrance. This chart was not shown to the other <1esagrlers 

the session but a flowchart a modified and version of this 

the reference section of the document. It was also to 

note that while the the two different entrances to the Club 

Dune set, the art "''"''''5'''''' to sketch what he Im:lglllea the entrances to look like. 
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These sketches were not used the discussion but were later ",rr",,,',,,ro 

to~~etller with the corlcelpt sketches in the reference section of the document. 

In the second discussion the ~_'J£!:>"_' sketch of 

their and used this to show the other 1i"'":10T11"''''' the 

to walk the environment. The facilitator had also ",",·""·''''''TPIi them to think 

and therefore to use to discuss their environments. The main 

mission of the game was for the to retrieve a inside the club was 

decided upon. The group chose to the the use 

of a cut-scene which would be before the game This was 

created in Pn'wPlrPr.mT·· turned into a video of stills. Most of the 

game was recorded in this session. 

",",,,"LV''', the programmer and interactions person discussed the use of 

IJ"'O"'I.J'U-''''U'''' in the . ___ ...... ,., the interactions person more about pn)gr:ammllng. 

We introduced them to DS!m(JlO-(~o(Jle and made use of "if-then-else" statements. 

purpose of this was to teach the interactions person to UV''"'UL.LHOL'' the 

detail all the different interactions the 

in more 

do. The 

programmer the interactions person to start but then left him to write it on his 

own. the Club Dune was not the researcher as the 

researcher had not realized at the time the study took that this would not be 

included within the document hand-in. It was up to the to their 

document and include any which felt communicated the 

the and were not retained the 

""0"5"'''''' and this shows that did not consider them artefacts. 

Club Dune is a game set in the Handover Street Theme Park. The club is a 

""I'''''''''''' by Town's tourists and local The 

has been sent on a mission by for gang lord Mr to 

go and steal a (a from the club and it back to Mr V. The 

has to solve various obstacles to "",,uULI)""U this task such as into the 

himself so that he can into the Club's VIP area and then '"''''''1)11');; 

the club with the A copy of the document for Club Dune can be found 
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in A on page Ill. The document has not been modified for the 

addition of reference numbers and subtraction of the research articles on grulgstenlsm in 

Town. 

In this section we this artefact and its use the progrrunmer for the 

game. As discussed in section the creation of the game the tool 

.. "''''''' .. ,>~ a two process, and Thus the information which the 

programmer would be only to these two activities. 

3.7.1 

The first the progrrunmer took was to scan the document in order to all the 

models and audio involved in the grune and also where the models would be in 

the environment. This was done before the actual models were the 

'";;0''1'>''''''''' so that the programmer knew how many models to 

The model that makes up the environment is known as a "set" in 

VRDirect. B on page 136 contains three tables created the progrrunmer 

the list of characters and their in the set as well as two tables 

and static props and their I'V,'Ul'l1H:, marks in the 

table the progrrunmers about the interaction the document 

records. props are those models which the can interact with 

and static props are the models which are in the to context 

for the The division and static props was necessary because the 

(lVI-nUl"''' props needed to be declared in the progrrunmer and the static props 

become of the set and therefore did not need to be declared. 

There were three main difficulties which the progrrunmer pVT,prIIP,,.~Pt1 while the 

document to find <I"irh .... rincr information. 

The first was that it was time to look the entire 

five page document and all characters and props and also their po~atl(ms. 

Sometimes a character would be identified but its IJv,,'n.,,·u was later in the 

document. There were 

identified. 

"nlu'",,',rf'lr<: seventeen 
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The second was that of the of the models and characters 

within the environment since the sketches 4 to 6 in A on 

page 133 and 134) did not show the whole environment. The sketches of Club Dune 

were drawn did not show all of the characters and props mentioned. For 

4 shows the main entrance to Club with the bouncer outside. 

the two ladies who are in the queue to into the club in Sec 6:35 

are not shown. The of the models show some of the models but 

these models have not been labelled and therefore the programmer cannot tell which 

sketch model character. The of the 

in the environment was reduced when the actual model of the set was 

Even this was not as some of the were not The 

"'UlI!';"1""'~" were described to be in the "far comer of the club" in Sec 7: 121-

the programmer to choose the far comer or to go and consult the aes:lgrlers 

about its location. 

The third uuu" • .u,y the programmer eXI)erJlenlced was as to whether a 

character or prop mentioned as therefore not 

to be in the or were models in the game. "Puma" 

the seemed to be of the but it was unclear whether the "armed 

3: 1) were intended to be modelled or not. As another 6 

on page 134 in nlJll.1vUUIA shows a booth in the but this ''''~;IJU'''U'' 

was never mentioned in the text as a static or prop. 

The sections of the document that are intended to document the information 

programmers need is Section six: 

Flowchart. On 

Plot and Interactions and Section 14: 

\.tv •• u", ... "", the programmer realized that other 

sections seven, and also contained interaction information. In 

C on page the programmer constructed three tables the interactions in 

Club Dune. The three tables to three missions of the game which the 

has: "Get into the Club", "Steal the and "Drive . The tables the 

programmer to divide the task up into smaller tasks. QUIeStll0n marks in the table 

show where there was information. Each table consists of: 

• The Interaction Name 
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• Position in the environment where the interaction takes 

• Conditions under which the interaction occurs 

• Actions to be executed when conditions are met 

• References of where in the document the interaction was described 

The programmer found it but necessary to translate the 

document into the tabular form because this would make it easier to associate all the 

conditions or events with their COITe~mOlnOIll!! actions. 

After the it was found that the Oes:lgnlers did not ""r{'nJ1fip ~, .. ~ ••• '" 

information for most of the interactions. For ""'<UBI"", the "Talk Initiation" 

interaction describes what if the is one metre away from the ladies in 

the queue. The text "Press Button" is to appear on the screen. The 

did not where the text should be and what the is 

SUt)po:sed to press. The 

could pay the bouncer to 

was also uP1DOSieo to have money on him with he 

into the club. The desagrlers did not describe how much 

money the would start out and the rules how the money would 

increase or decrease. The action of --n~,"'J4I<T the bouncer" could involve many 

actions to "".nn'PT'" the task: 

animation opt:mrlg wallet 

animation over the money 

the money variable 

the animation the wallet 

The default idle animations and the that "',.,- ....... characters (NPC) followed 

were not even mentioned. These are the animations that when the NPC is not 

with the For what stance would the Bouncer have at the 

entrance to Club Dune? What animation would the barman be before the 

interacts with him? 

Also the course which a NPC would move was not <1fi<'f111",tp documented. For 

Natasha is UP1)OSieO to walk to a area 7:110-11 It is not clear 

what she would take and what obstacles would be in her way and the animations 

that would be before she was set this 
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The ,",,,,~,,!'.,,,,,,,,, H''''U'''~;'''''' to document ,",H'.'V~;U'" lJu"",e/UH.'''" between the and 

other characters but were not able to account for the all the f'V"".L'UH."''' for non-

... , .. ",,,,, .. w interactions. 

AJ"''''''''U''5 combinations were also recorded in the between the and 

other characters. Much of the is described in Section 7 of the 

document. Consider the taken from Sec 7: 25-33. 

In line 26 and 27 one can see the two answers that the can This 

appears as text that the can choose. In lines 28 -30 indicates the actions 

taken if the selected 1 and lines 31-33 indicate what will if the 

2. This shows the '"''''~''5''''''''' lH""'HJ'5 use of if-then statements. The 

... A".AVE;"'" combinations were well documented the ... ...,'''5 ... ...,' but still difficult to 

follow in the format in which were pnlselnte<1. The used for U'U"Vf'~'" is 

similar to film 

" 

" 

taken from the Club Dune 
between the and the women in the queue to get into the club. 

While the u ... ~· .... u .... did well with ""M'V",""', battled to document interactions that 

involved the choice of movement Hu'""",n"mt the environment. Take for 

into the VIP area. In order 

for the safe from Natasha and 

"'A'"HII-'l'" the condition that must occur for the 

to access, the must have obtained a 1J"'~""'Ul 
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have the and the SUIlglllSS(!S on. The bouncer gw:rrdmg the VIP entrance, 

resI)Oncis diltleI'ently d(~pelldirlg on what the has. 

The combinations that were catered for include: 

1. 

2. 

has passwc:>rd" ja(:ket and Sect 7: 149-156 

has and no pas:sword - Section 7: 

7: 158-161 

Section 

3. has n:;!~:<;w(lrci but and no SUIlglll.SS(~S Section 7:156-157 

But the AV11VVHUJ'; combinations were unaccounted for: 

has pas:sword and but 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

but no gli:1:S:SO;;:S. 

.._., J--""" but no pasisword and no gli:1:S:SI:::S. 

has but no and no 

These combinations are assuming that the can up the sunglasises ----"J--"----

as items. 

The flowchart on page 127-131 does to show the branchling nature of the 

HO'we1ver, this flowchart did not i:1LL'~!HIIJL to document the actions that should be taken if 

conditions were not met. the flowchart shows the for the 

different sneak and that the user can choose as the 

avatar. The flowchart is almost like the "cheat-sheet" Sh()Wling how the 

progresses in a linear fashion del)endinlg on which 

be. It does not account for what if the 

replrest:nte:d in the chart. 

t<11111m!l" conventions like "Cut To Medium shot of 

the user has chosen to 

does not follow the flow 

entc;:rin:g the club with the 

women" as in line 30 in 3.2 were almost used to control the nl.,",,,, .. ·'~ movement 

and to ensure the was told. time the walked into a dOl1fV1/av 

camera was meant to cut to a different shot. When dlallo!~ue took 

the 

between the 

One classic and the other Chllra(:ters, the camera was also 

eX~lmlple of the in camera to force the story is shown in Sec 7: 62-63 

which describes what ha~)pel1S to the when the bouncer comes in for 

him. The des:ignlers decided in order to let the know that the bouncer has 

would cut to a medium shot Sh()W1IQg the bouncer the staff door 

and walkirlg into the club. This means that no matter what the is his third 
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person view will be taken away and switched to the shot of the bouncer. The tension 

between the and the VR medium to allow the to deduce the 

proves very difficult for the de!agrlers 

not familiar to the programmer. 

The use of conventions were also 

VRDirect to create Club Dune 

document would be used creation. Because of the time constraints 

of to finish the before the 'lrll,v"nmv semester we rI"~I"r"~,, 

reduced the amount of interactions that occurred in the environment. This reduction of 

what was created was also necessary as a few of the models could be 

We found that the under-estimated the effort it would take to model the 

characters the even with the CAVES team a 

modeller to character models that were to the programmer 

were the Natasha and the VIP The 

v_.,.,.,~vv_~ and props that were created. In this 

shortened version of the game, the the in the VIP area first 

E>~"'''''e the from Natasha and himself the and 

Much of what the ~~""E>"M "",,,,",,,,,tp;l was not '~'-"V"'~".J ""0"'''"'''' in VRDirect. For 

eX!lml:>1e, the use of menu interfaces that would be was not 

lrnpleme:nt~!d in the tool. We therefore to the that use audio 

for their On the audio we found them to be in the wrong 

format and also the ambient sound was mixed with the audio. The des:lgrlers 

did not realise that the would mix the club beat music at runtime with 

the audio of Natasha when the interacts with Natasha. a 

file that was mixed result in before or after 

the interacts with her. The programmer did not make much use of the 

document or the tables she created because much of the was ~''''''E,'''~' 

Our with VRDirect resulted in the of the tool 

add more The programmers found that 

to write a function for I"'U,I,,Ula"'Hj!5 the distance between two models. This was 

to 

had 

if distance was used to initiate when an interaction occurs was often the case for 
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Club This resulted in the later in another two events called 

and trir.u,'·"" IT'1(TO''''''C 

These events allowed the programmer to define the distance around 

and therefore the amount of code which the programmer would was 

less. A is a around an with a radius set the author of 

is not seen, but when the or another character the VE. At 

enters the 

similar COfICel){ the 

an interaction occurs. A Trn,_,,""'" 

is that of a vertical 

is a 

Another we had was to program the that NPC move For 

""."H!Jl", Natasha had to make her way to the store room u"'''''"vu 7: 11 0-111). The 

to VRDirect which allows the programmer to define a set 

a The are the actual 

model in the environment while the tool records the that the 

model is moved to. run-time this set of and can be 

called to make Natasha move the with the animation walk or 

VRDirect did not for .VVIJU"", audio and so the club music that was 

nrc\\",ipli to the programmer stolDoe:a short. audio was later added to the tool. 

From all three different data o"thprlno tec:nnl(lUles. we 

of a VE from the deSigner's and programm 

answer our research (lWestllons. 

1. How do ae~SIl!lnel'S 

method? 

The students were 

interactions the 

to document the 

much into the 

We were able to 

document spl~cijllC~ltJ(1D 

under 

the we mentioned earlier were freedom to 

annotate these with any reference material such as photOlgrl:l.ptlS 

DSeuCl()-C~Jae and any that felt communicated their 

The did make use of the textual 

sketches which at the back of the it hard to tie up 
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the 1i""C'T',ntl,{\n with the made use of a flow chart to describe the 

created their three characters. a roD-oclwn 

the classroom discussions. view of the entire environment were used 

2. Is the document an IlInnr'lnY'jlll"1" method to allow the to 

visualise the interactions 

From this case we believe that the document nC''''1£m method did 

not allow the OeS:Igrlers to visualise their means of 

Vl~;all,l'''''UU'U of the VE narrative and interactions was in the The 

linear nature of the document allowed the to document 

interactions under different sections in the document therefore it 

hard for the to maintain in the The ''''''''1-'''''''' 

ne~lonlgs did not nTI,,,,.ntp OrIJSJlII!Ultlllln of the interactions. 

The document did not the to understand the nature of VR or 

"' .. " ...... ,"" an of the mechanics of the Therefore the 

UH<~5"''''''' interactions that were too and that could not be 

imlpleme'nte:d in the time. It seemed the did not understand the 

nature of VR in terms of the freedom as tried to control the 1-"""'''''''' 

of the at times in order to ensure that the would the back-

used conventions and '-'O~40- to move in the correct sequence. 

the "camera" and in our tool this was not uv""""". document 

but it did not allowed for much freedom in creative 

structure this in such a way that their uu.~l<."'''U interactions were 

vv.,~"" .. ~ to 'U'IJ'_'"'M''' in our 

3. Is the document method a ........... " sp4~cijlic~lti(1D for the programmer 

to imlil1elnerlt the 

We believe that the document method was not a 

the programmer to the with all the 

necessary information. The programmer found the document tedious as 

much work went into and information 

the whole document. The programmer "translated" the document into 

tabular form as this made it easier to visualise what the programmer was to code. 

Even in the tabular form the programmer battled to visualise the space of the 

environment without a nl11"_",.",n or a model of the set to consult. The 
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tabular form allowed the programmer to note what information remained 

and identified in the The flow-chart was not 

useful to the programmer as it was what if the 

did not follow the of the The did not retain the 1J""'uu',r 

code which the programmer could have used. The programmer had to learn the 

of the the In essence, the 

document was not ""w, ...... ",,,;,,'" 

information r{\1mnrf't,f'"<:' 

in that it did not communicate the interaction 

to the programmer in a and useful way. 

The side-effects in our case resulted in the identification of usability IJIU'UHOH1" 

with VRDirect and the addition of new features to the tool. Much of the 

was modified from the document because of the lack of models and 

therefore the programmer did not consult the the creation of 

nCliucm of the new Club Dune 

upon and became a subset of this "'1J'_'"'U,''"'"'uv". The programmer 

Club Dune as the had The 

was 

tried to stick as as to this but made many decisions 

without the Most of these decisions were about where to 

in the environment. The programmer made do with the assets 

and which the "''''1/'<,11'<01 

We conclude that the 

l)a(:K-~>tol':V and theme of the game, is not an aPl)ropn 

the """'''l';'''''''' to record the 

......... '"'" method for 

"".>AS"""l'; VR interactions since there are communication which 

about their and hinder the creation of the VE. The des.lgnlers were too 

thus details and 1"''lU'''''''''' functionalities that VRDirect could 

not The des.ignlers CleSIgJ1f:CI as if """>15'''W'5 for film and we believe 

this was by the linear nature of a text document. The programmer found it 

tedious to PU1PO>Int the information needed from the document for her tasks. 

We therefore propose a new "1-",,",",1,","'UV" method with the aim of ""''''''''''''5 the 

Cle:ngJ~er in the VE apIJII(:atlon. This new Spt:CI1[IC~LUOn 

upon the document by 

the interactions and 

ImlJ/ernerlted in the 

the with a way of the 

to visualise interactions that could be 

The should also the U<O"l).;U<O. 
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to express all the interaction information the programmer. The method 

must also alleviate the programmer from the burden of to translate the 

1' ... ',IU ........ "" into another while at the same time the the freedom 

to their interactions. Our new method is based on the 

identified that both the information-rich the This case 

U';:'l~H'Ol and programmer used and this artefact. The next 1'"'''''''1' discusses 

our of the a software tool that embodies the Spt:C1I1C8itlOn 

method aesilgrlea to facilitate the and creation of VE apflIiCatl()flS. 
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The document method motivated the 

derivation of a new "1-"'"llll'''''''J''' method which we embodied in a software tool, 

called FREND. This introduces the visual method that we 

derived formalised and with the 

"1_"_"""".'''''''' semantics and software this also details 

the '"".llUI.IU'"'' we used to and n,.",t"h""", FREND. 

With the document we were able to .,-,,,,orl1n.; sI10rt-C'omm~(s of the 

document as a "l-";""''''''LlVU method. 

criteria which a method should meet in order to the 

communication of interactions. In order to ' ...... '0,.""'" the communication 

between the and programmer, we set out to four criteria for the 

of our method. We wanted to derive a "tJ'-... " .... " .. 'vu method that is: 

1. the 

structures to divide the tasks into small and distinct tasks. 

2. Guides Visualisation of VEs: allows the the freedom to visualise their 

VE ",.","Ynnft! in a structured way. 

3. in all the interaction 

information to programmers. 

4. Learnable: a method that is learnt both 11",<"0-,.,,,,,.,, and programmers. 

In our pre:serltation of the ","""n;'" method to we will '"I:5,11Al,5''' how we 

to each of the four criteria above. 
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The SDI~CIl[IC,1II0n "'''11';''''''1';''' and the FREND "I-'If''' ..... ''';" resulted from four months of 

before the "1-'1.lll •• ,,,,'UH was Our with 

served to the need for such an and fostered an 

for the "'''''''''''''''''',''''' of the We combined our ,,",U'lIlV,"" 

InSights with nrcun'Vnlln<f to concrete ideas for the of the 

""""'U,''''Q'UVH 1<"U!,5'U"!,;'" and software tool. Our also served to share our ideas 

with the CA YES leaders and software 

"'YO"''''''''''l'''' is a method of 

some materialistic form. 

an 

i-'rc.Tntvn.'" are 

of software under In 

classified their appearance with 

nr('.t"tvn.,,, are those 

which look close to the final 

nr{,tc,lvnlf'''' bear little resemblance to the Pf()dlICt. We used various 

to and communicate the value of the the interface and its 1nn," ...... "" 

Our SP€:CI1]C2ltlOn method was centred around the "",e_TlI::!" notation. The 

of Club Dune was not carried into the .............. " ... ,". and the lack of it 

resulted in the programmer valuable information. we were by 

used it how this notation was and how .n1,,,.",,,,,ll,, the __ ......... _. 

classroom discussions. 

in two dimensions and therefore 

information. In our "",-,,-,u,,,, .. 

visual notation for YE creation. 

an overview of the environment 

to connect irIformation with 

H,'-""'V''', we "",.H1I.lL to formalise this 

4.2.1 for as a Visual Formalism Interface 

Visual notations are that describe or some data. 

J:<.xamlPH~S of visual notations are tables and maps. Visual notations 

become formal when there are rules for the notation. For the table 

visual notation is used to construct calendars and calendar tables are constrairIed the 

number of weeks and in a year. Another of a formalised table is 

a """'""''''' in a boc)kJj~eepmlg "jJJ."''''''uv,u, 

The map visual notation is a the outline of a level of a area 

such as COlltlllenlts, ,..,.., ..... h·i"''' street ........... "'1';,, or rooms. the term "floor-
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is used to refer to a street or room. and have been 

around for centuries. Tufte discusses how maps were used not to 

show of space but were also used for quamti1tati1,re data. Edmond 

used world maps to show trade winds and monsoons and his maps date back to 

1686. In 1854 Dr John Snow used a street map of central London to where five 

hundred had lived who died of cholera. His map him to solve the 

cause of death: an infected water pump located nearest to most of the who 

died. Even maps are a visual notation familiar to many. Architects and 

draw maps to 

dimensions of a 

information 

while 

to their work. A ",'h'1~",,,·tc show 

show land contours. 

Weather news broadcasters use a map and visual icons to discuss weather forecasts. 

We saw the for the maps and as visual notations can be 

formalised to express interaction information. Visual are described as 

"Olalll:arrLmlltlC notations with well-defined semantics for pyr,,.,,,,",,;r,o relations" 

4.2.2 for the annotations on 

We used the Club Dune scenario in order to the interaction content onto the 

c""r_n,,,n of Club Dune. We the content and annotations 

what the deSigner 

needs documented. 

want to document and then what the programmer 

We were m,,,,,,r@'ri 

construct YEs 

Fencott's 

the content in terms of 

the 

construct a VE 

nl"r,n"''';-H'~ of the VE. There are three 

of ··n'>r,...~ntJ which he uses to 

\nn"";-,,,n;,H,,,,, model the content of a VE 

which to U"""I"Ulau, 

In this way ae~ngrlers can 

the and 

shocks 

and exhibit behaviour in a VE are called sureties 

and to make the world believable to the user. An is 

ambient sound sound if chosen could communicate the nature of the 

environment. Shocks are or of the world which are the 

user as unbelievable and are of the construction of a VE. An of a 

shock be ambient sounds that stops or texture maps that do not tile 

The which we are interested 

in is C"'''''l'''N'~ 'Attractors', 'connectors' and 'rewards' make up the three basic of 
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surpris"", Altract",s are ascribod to cootent which draw th~ user around th. YE, 

llrrough the us~ of animlllion, coIoor .• 000d and mysteriou, cootellt the de.igner can 

attract the alLelllioo of th~ user and thereby draw him to move arOWld the VI: spac., 

Connec{",. ore surprises which encourage the user to Ii,k" a particularTwt~ of action in 

the VE. An example of a connect", might he a bridge connecting the uSer to an 

attr«ctot. Reword, are tho cootelll which make the user fu<:l sati.fied for th~iT effort to 

follow the am.ctorll and connect"",. A reward might he something the user call "pick

up'-, 

Fencoll us.d ",,,c.ptuai map' to diagrom the perc"ptual content ofthe Vii. These maps 

consisted of table, showing {he relationship between atm>ctors, connectou and 

reward •. In lik" mann.,- w. <ksired to ,bow irJeraction con1em (which implicitly 

impli.s perceptual cootent) but u:;ing a floor-plan map illst.ad of a table, 

rr=== .. ====n=:7===~. 

I 

Figu,"" 4.1 An •• liy pnt<ltyp •• how;. = the ,""om<nt dth< ooj«" • • tk. Club D-ano 
Door-pl.d ...... Co"O"" .ho,.in~ t~< c.mp.tin~ .ttr.ct~" .. hk~ the .v.t.r fa ... ,. 

We begJll our low-fidelity protot)iping by using th. Club Dune floor-pian and drawing 

the objects with which the USer interacts onto our floor-plan , The<. objects includ~d th~ 

charact .... in,ide Club DWle (the borman. Nata,ha JIld St"P,ign th~ bouncer) and p<<>ps 

"",h .. th~ jacket and 'unglasses. By placIng the objects spo.tiaUy. one CO<.Lld "'" the 

competing aUrael"". which would draw the play", to various ba,ti""" in th. wood. 

Thi, wou:d allow the designer to plan the attr.telors by <kciding where {he object' 

would go in the ollvironmenl. By allowing the designer to place an object thi' way, it 

wwld al'" would provi<k the programmer with authO<ing information.. indicating the 

plac.ment of objects in,ide the VE. Figure 4.1 ,h",,'s an .ady high-ftd.lit)i protol}'pe 
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of the objeccs placed in the world and attractor line< <!>owing the eompding amacton 

which the .vatar must decide to follow. This prototype, which w •• initiolly dra""Tl on 

pendl and paper, w"' redrawn using PowerpoinirM 
as displayed in this figure, These 

dotted attroctor lines were later replaced with an anow icoo to represent the direction of 

the am.ctor the designer i. currently de=ibino: as ,how n in fi~ure 4.2. 

Be,ide, ,howing prop' and character objects. tile designer would .1", need to 

documem th~ action, "hich occur when the plaj",. attempt, to inter""t with a charactc"f 

or object in the world. By lookin~ at th~ YE authoring tool, we idcntifi~d thttt types of 

actions the designer, CIIl make US< of: 

• Play animation 

• Play audio 

• Play ambient ,ound 

• Display an in\:eJ1lctivemeWljle 

We provided only the types of actions VRDirect could do, hoping to prevent the 

de,igner from having miscooception, about the capabilities of the authoring system. By 

placing the actions on the tloor-plan where they would occur in the world, we hoped 

this would show the proll"""'mer what lIlimations and sound, ne.d to be call.d and 

where the actions would occur. figure 4.2 shows ;llt{l{h.r high-fidelity proto!ype of the 

Club Dune scenario done in PowerPoint. The player is inter...,ting with Na\asha, When 

the player approaches Natosha III audio file is played which t.lls the play.r to go and 

fetch the jadet ;ll1d glasses, The audio file action i, , lxmn by th~ ··@.'symool 

Following the placement of characters .00 props. we considered what the designer 

might like to document in tel1llS of nanati .. e, Drawing on the design document's 

emphasis of the back-story, we needed S{l[)l. way to document how tho designer would 

pr"!:I"'"S the story and thereby Teveal it to the play.,,-, By using an icon to .how where 

part of the plot i, revealed to the player. the designer woold have some way to 

document the ,tory on the floor-plan, We eventually came up "ith three types of 

n.rrative icons: 

• Plot-points: used to show:. that JI&I'T of the bac~-S!ory is now ," .. ""led to the 

plaj'er. 

" 
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• Plot-reve",al" used to show ifthe playeT is uiSl,-oc'cu in " ,me way fmm havi ng 

the back-story revealed. 

• lnstructioo" used to shows where instructioos ore provided to the pi") er which 

he lp the player to proife" to the next plot-point or accomptioh lIO!Ile task. 

We also characteri,ed the characters and prop' . The character:s can ~ith ... be good (help 

the player to progress in the ,tory). neutral (~haracteTS that meTely bring believability 

and context to the game) and bad characters (which try to prevent the player from 

"""omplishing his mission). A look at flgure 4.2 show, the narrative icons. props and 

characi ...... The player interacting v.ith Nara,ha in thi' floor-plan show. that 

Nata<ha.·'© " a good-guy, i. providing the player with an mstrucnon.'-CD'". '"you 

need to pi~~ lip jacket and glasses'" and doe. thi< through an audio flle. 

_ . . 

L [)armen 

® 1'00'"'' @ .~ 
0 © pO;, up 

~ )K,et~nd 

[) NaIa'!;M gl~sses 

O ~)OC 
gl,"",es A' 

~ - . -
, . .-
"'0- "''I; ® 

\\. 
V S!opSign 

F;~", "'1.2 ~ 11'""-1'1." ,.ken fr,,'" th. Club DUn< ",DO"" ' ho ... '~, ,~< "' .to. '~"r.<';n ~ 
.. ~. l'Oat .. h •. 

4.2.3 Impinllioll for tlo~ Proj!r3mme" Content annuut;"'ll' Oll Floor_ 
plans 

It must be ,rated that the design lanl:uage and tool i. for the de,igner to specify 

inte""'tion information and not the programm .... The programmer must be able to 

'"read'" the language and glean {he information needed once the des~ has fmished 

planning. In order to help the designer provide informalion we look to the authoring 
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tool to see what of interactions the programmer needs by the "''''''''MJU''''. 

"''-'''''','15 at VRDirect and what information needs to be identified the 

programmer we then identified what interaction information can be 

The of VRDirect had introduced two more of conditions. Besides the 

collision detection and user-selection the and .,.,,.,,,,,,",, 

events had also been added. with the addition of "",,,,",,,,,,,,",,Yc in the newer version 

of one could defme that NPC's could the ~"tlh" .. i ... 

l",n"\1rt"'~t to note that VRDirect's had evolved into 

"condition-action" to in and 

in VRDirect. which are into the world 

needed to be declared in and an interface for 

condition-action interactions was now available. An can then be 

defined a condition with the action or actions. For ..... ' .. HII" .. the 

..... ,,'M " .. , may want a character to an animation when the is a certain 

distance from the character. The condition in this case would be if the 

the around the character then the action would be to 

activated 

the 

character's animation. The 

up the condition-action 

and "do Animation" method make 

From the of Club we knew that it would be useful to show the of a 

character on the This would be a of information 

needed the programmer. In one defines a series of 

Ul""",·,,"',e in the environment and then moves the character 

between the ,,"''',.''''"T and records the In the same way we 

an icon reJ)re:serltlnlg a and annotated with lines to connect the 

We also identified six of conditions which the programmer has at their '"""1-',"""". 

user-selection events and .. ""''''''" .. " 

tr'(,Op"r" and collision detection. We an icon for each of these 

but drew the as a circle and the as a line on 

the surface of the 4.2 shows the with Natasha. The 

condition that calls the action is a n,."v"tTI"", drawn around Natasha with the 

orange circle. Once this condition is the audio file is The 

annotation event or condition to~(etJler with the audio icon 

make up the interaction: "if user walks audio file". 
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4.2.4 Rules for the placellllen Icons and 

We were not strict with rules for the icons and annotations as we wanted to 

see how the would use them and if their use would create rules. 

With our use of the icons and annotations we found that the actions which to an 

animation or must be located close to the to show 

oV'!'nersnllp. The to some and therefore is 

around it. We the two of text labels. The first is a text label 

which the can use to annotate with text. The next of label is 

the scene label. This label is intended to allow the to write a short sentence 

the interaction on the current 

interactions from Club-Dune and the and 

programmers we were to come up with a visual with 

which to describe interaction information. ~VI""H'I..UA D on page 148 shows our final 

of icons and annotations. Thus we were to a 

software tool that would our icons and annotations to the """'''l';J",., and allow 

the to in a visual way. we 

and that we had not addressed how to the entire VE 

interactions in a 1l1~Ill<ll,",,"'''IUl''' way, so that the and programmer could follow 

the "flow" and 

constructs the 

of the interactions with the space. We nrr""""'rI three 

, 'set' and 'scene' as a way of the the floor-

and the mtl~ral:tlclns, rpcnp,-t",,,,I,, 

One of the 

divide the 

was that programmer battled to 

up into distinct tasks. This was because method for 

..,,,,v,',,,,, was structured the document """'1' ........ 

allowed the ........ '''B'''''. to interaction information in every section. The 

need to 

necessary. 

information for the programmer and is therefore 
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Our incni,.!,tirm for the 5"UU.:,c;,,,'Uu<u structures comes from the International Game 

Associati on's "Foundations in Interactive 

discuss non-linear and "'1"",,,,,1,,, different 

plot charts which games have used in the charts is based on 

in which non-linear can be 

constructed. which 

and concurrent events of a '-'1-'''''''''''''' consist of a number of scene \JVlle,"",,,. The 

scene are events that can occur in a UA .... U."'& or order. Once a 

has one or more scene events to encounter 

before n .. r'01",;>"clno IGDA SUjl:ges,ts this of 

structure as a way of the and non-linear 

stories. We the C011cpnr~ ofePllsol:1es and scenes from IGDA and them 

the between these """",,", ... tc and between the location 

in order to manage interactions in "'.011illn,..t with the 

Instead "'",lAW,,,!', "I-'J,"";, ...... ,, as of the plot we defme with a 

"-'1-'''''''''' .... " constitute the wider "tl1,rv_,I11"(~" of the game and can be 

stated in terms of the missions or "''''''<>''phiino pv.,,"riP"I'P" Thus Club Dune's 

and "Drive 

the linear 

network 

could be "Get into the Club", "Steal the 

of the game 

4.3 illustrates a po1tentlal '-"1-"'''''';'''' 

of a variation of the Club Dune game. This i1I:lOl":l'm shows five 

t:PISOIlt:S indicated the and the arrows show the prc.grl~sSlon from one 

"I-""'V"'" to the next. This illustrates the concurrent or structure 

between the character and the Conman character. Both these 

characters have the same to "Get into the Club" but the way into the 

club is different - they have different interactions. Both ChlU'a,cters n,""M,"Vf'r 

have the same "Steal the . This means that both the and Conman 

characters the same of interactions in this this 

"Catch a 

network 

character enters the "Drive and the Conman enters the 

both of which 

is referred to as the 

different interactions. The "1-""""'" 

because the arrows 

move in one direction and it can also show h .. <>,n('lhmo pm""",'" for 

to be I-'''''''H'''''. 
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A cut-scene is a film clip that i, typicaUy used in computor games to ~ovidethe player 

with oontext or instrucrioll.'!. We refer to cut-scene:o; "" spedal types of mm epi,ode:-; 

on<! thus allow them to be diagrammed with VE "Pirodes in the episOOe ne""Ofk 

di<l.\lJam" 

Taking anc>ther loot at Appendix C on p.ge 139 we we'" interested to note t~31 the 

programmer also divided interaction iofOl1llallon mto <101)'-= as a way of breaking 

up the ~o!lfamming tosk, [". epi,ode 'U11Cture, therefore have advantages for the 

de,igner and programmer. 

f ..... '_ ,;,.' ntoc~~ 
i:=J 
/~'''' 'C~.''_ 

c" . ,", ''''':TI 1- , , , 

,~~ G~t ltl!OCIUO C o"""," - C." M ~ I~ g'" 

4.3.2 Scenes 

From IGDA. e:leh epiwde ohject oontains a number of scene objec1s, We ""floc " 

,cene .." a m<aningful moment of interest which occur, as pm of an episOOc. Hi, 

definition i, best illustrated with example.s from Club Du,,", In the <'Sreal the paekage" 

"JIiwde. 0 player mllSt "meet Natasba"'. '"pick up the ja.;ker ond glo,,,,,,", "get past the 

bouncer", "open the safe" and "'pick up t~e p,,"kag~'". While ,cene, iust seem to be 

mini-missiO/ls of the "JIi"""", and 'herefore oould be derIDed as mlJn-episodes. t~"'" i, 

an import"'" differen."" between the two, Episodes oon,lltute the linear nature of the 

story-orcs of the game 000 occur one after the other, Scene,. however. de,,,,ibe 

momenll; of intorest in which the player can inteI"J.1 in • non_lineu fashion. ~or 

example. the player can deeide to "pick-up the jade! and .unglass ... · before he "meets 

the bolill=~ or he can "meet the bouncer"' a"d '~en "-pick-up the jaeket and 

sunglues". A ,,,,,ne can be further broken down into inwra.;tion,. A ,<"ne i, m ode u? 

of one or more interactions which accomplish t~. "int""''''' t~e ,cene i, de.<cribing. 

[,,= i, no restriction OIl the amount of oonditiOll_a.1ioo. pairs a see ... CM contain. 
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HOwe\'er. the designer ohould make sure that the interaction, pro>ided for a scene 

shoold describe ooly one moment of interest which the player can experience. 

4.3.3 Sets 

An additional COllSlru<;t mat we feel is 'trongly related to both the episode and ,cene 

structure, . is the set. In each episode the a,'atar could be experiencing one or more 

different environments Ibat reqnire diITerent geometric model, or ,ets, For ex3lllple. Ibe 

"Conman - Drive ""'11)'" episode from figure 4.3 on page 60 could involve three set" 

·'th. streets of Handov .. ", a -Car" set and perhap' the ,et of the de'tination loootioo to 

which Ibe Thug i, Going. Each of the .cene, in an episode bolong to one set. Filo""e 4.4 

,how. tile relationship botween epi, ode" sets and .cenn An "';sode i, made up of 

one or more 0<:18 and II set con18ms OIl)' number of scenes . 

............... ..... ,. . .. 

The episode and SC\:ne constructs were al$O ~dopled by the VRDirecl authoring 1001 as 

thi' would optimise pre>ee .. ", loild, Pr",·iou.ly. VRDirect loaded one ,et for the entire 

enviroomm and all interactions were loaded in memory al ooe time. After adopting 

our episod. and ,een. organj,;.aliooal .tructure, the devel"""" of VRDirect were able 

to organise their oplimi.alion. 
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'When OIl episode is 10adOO, oJl the set, and ""en .. of th.t episode are loaded into 

memory but only the =t .. t is rend"rod. A. th. ~.yer traverses from ODe epi,ode 

to the next, the new episode INds into memory and th. previo"" epil.ode is dlScard<:d. 

'The developer< of VRDin;ct could not ollow for the traversoJ backwan:l!. once an 

epi">1le is complet. because of time restriction •. in order to traverse from one epi,ode 

to the next. cerain conditions need to be met. Traversing to the next epi''''''' .Iso 

means Jdenutying the set "'thin the episode that mu,t be renden;d first. 

We u,ed Club Dune ond oth.r desi~", documents for mini-ll"lOOs to test the Episode, 

and S.ts and Scene concepts. We admit th" most oftllese gam ... w= a 'imilar gt:nTe 

as they were based on the Handover Street treatment Therefore, it i, po,.ible that the 

episode a."llI s=1e ,tructure. might not be able to 'p<cif)' any type of VE or any 

storyli"". Sinc. our n.xt tening with d.si.\:ner, are based 00 the Handover treatment, 

we were int.rested to ,ce how the designers would make use of the srructur<:s and 

whether m.y belp tho designer to document thetr Slocy-arcs in relatiooship to lbe .. t. 

and interactions. 

4.3.4 Floor-plans, Sets ;md Scenes 

In our 'peciflCation method, lbe i'""r-pian of a .",1 hecome, tho interface to the ,cene, 

(and therefore hteraetions) in lbe environment. Seen •• are di"l.'£arnm.d ot the position 

th.y ,",cur on the floor_plan. 

The "Get into Club Dun,' episode and "Fight bouncer" scene i, a variation of the Cluh 

Dune g.."., and i, shown in the figuro 4.5 on page 63. On tbe floor-plan the hoWlcer. 

in red, is positioned ootsid<: the entr:lntt to Cluh dune. The bouncer ho, a proximity 

trigger around him. indicated by the orange circle. The avatar i, "'presented by the 

blue top-cio"l1 VIew of' per50ns head and shoulders and hi' direction is shown by tho 

Jttractor arrow.goill£ into the club. The di,gram reve,l, the inleractiou as follow., "if 

the player step, into the bou=rs proxinuty sphere, the player fight<; (an animatiou) the 

bouncer. If the pl.yer manages to b..t up the bouncer. the player c.., now enter the 

Club Du,," S.t" LiTIking the street set and the Club Dune set is shown by the yellow 

arc repreoenting a portaL Portals link on. set to anoth .... lhey are need.d to .how when 

there i, a change of ",t to be rendered Episode poria" are another type of port,l to 

show th,l an episode change has occurred ODd th<:refore the pI.yer ha. enten;d a neW 

set. By having portal ODd episode portal ioons, we c.., link tk epiwde network 
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di(q,'nIITl with the floor-plan diagram as boIh conccpis pertain to the set which mIlS! be 

loaded. 

This "fight bouncer" scene .I"mn in figure 4.5 was an carly pr<xotype e1<OIllple. Our 

fmal set of icms thai can be uscd in thc fioc.-_p lan aTe shown in Appendix D 00 page 

148. 

t '%<"" ~.S ProtoTYI'" of. '«0. 'ho".jll~ t~. nool~plaa b.iDl U.N ",itb int ..... ctiou 
,ofom"tion_ 

JUSt to illu_mate the ,olatioosi1ip betwoon Episodo" ""one" ,et_ and fioor-plans 

consider fogure 4.6. j f an epi,ojo ha._ two distinet .et< there wou ld be two unique fioc.-

plans for tlt<>se sets_ Tn d=ribe tho Scene' "s ing the visual notat;", in Appendix D. 

each scene would need to have an instonoe of the floor-plan for the ,et to which it 

belong'_ Thi' woold mean {hat the dc.ib'Ilor will hove ~ nwnbor of the ,"me n""r-plon, 

"ooh describing different .cene, fur tho sarno ",I. The only "'oy to m,nag" thi' woold 

b" with the use of ",/N·are. 
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w. believe that the ,tructure, ofepiwde" sets and scene.< meet all four of the goal' of 

our specification method. They h<lp to organi"" the VE. providing a mechani,m to 

reveal the 5101)' in a structurnj way_ Di ",'11Imming episode, hd!", the dosio:ner to 

.isuoli"" the story-orcs, while At the .Allle time dividing the programming task up for 

the programmer. Th< concepts should be learnable 'lIlCe they are olready fomiliar in 

structuring lelevi,io~ programme.<. a populor medium which our target designers would 

have formally karnt in their lDIi'-e"ity course,. Television terminol~ "ould Also be 

familior to programmers due to [IIeir populority. 

·u .s Managing the collections of Episodes, Sets and Scenes 

Any large VE can have ~ number of episodes. set. ODd , celles. Hundred, of scenes ODd 

therefore Ooor-plaru would porentiolly he ~ ... dod. I~steA<l of hAvi~g the d,,"i~r draw 

all floor-plan, for e'<ery scene and then draw the icons manually, wo automate the 

de,ign by embodying the icorn :md lioCO"-plAm i~ software. Figure 4.7 sbows the 

interface to the floor-pi"" view of FREND, tbe VE plaooing tool. On the left. a panel 

contain' {he floor_plan planning icons. The icons are dragged from the paMl and 

dropped onto the design ,urmce. The de,ign .urface is in the cenm .... d oontains the 

fl<><>r--plan ..,d icons. Th. icons can be mnved and positioned anywhere on tho floor

plan. In this screenshot. the scene "meet Natow" has been plotted. At the bO!tom of 

the interface i, the Navigation bar for the episodes. sets. ond 5Celles. The nA,'igatio~ bar 

is used to .elect the epIsode to work on and to define..,d select.e1S and see"",. 

When the user add, a new set. he or sbe can either import a raster image of the floor

plan for that set or the set can be drawn u,mg fullCtio!lS from the Toolbar which is 

directly above the de,ign surface. Sometime< designers hAve ~rchitect, draw floor

plan. of th.ir elwitonmento. Thi, is used by modell.,.. in constructing the .et. 

Dc<ignm could .con in on image ofthi' floor-pion ond import i{ into FREND. 
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I~ 

Ep;"od<, Set onel Scone "aviga'ion Bar 

Fi~" ... .f.7 Tb. ln,.rfa« To PRf,/';D, 'be VI: plaU;"1 tool, 

Toolb"", ,., 
importing 
image>. 
dr.wing 
line,tIfld 
ddCling 
objoc1, 
01>:. 

Th. 
Ooo,~ 

,~ 

desi&" 
.urfoe< 

A~CT aJJing tne set ond it. floor-plan image, every oew scene that i. eroated fGf thaI 

, et .utomatically ha.lhe same floor-plan. Tonavigme to a pankular =e, ooe .imply 

..., [ecls the epb<>de and the set, followed by the seeoe fur that set. Figure 4.8 .mow. a 

zoomed in version of (he navigational baT. The de'igner ... Iect. the episode from the 

drop-down li.t 'the"" epi'lO<lcs ore defined elsewhere in the pTolOfam. There are two 

sets dermed fur the "Steal the Package" episode: "Lower Floor - Club Dune- ond the 

"Upper Floor - Cl~b DUlle" sets. Each of !hese se!. will have a different floor-plan 

imag"_ The >elected ... tab i. the '1,ower F'1oco- _ Club Dune" ,hown by the orange 

eoloor highlight ond diroctly t>e-nomh thi. tab are tob> di,play log the sceno, in thi. set. 

There are throe scenes defined for (he "Lower Floor- Club Dune" set and the current 

selected seene is (he "Meet Natasha ",ene". Each of these 'em ... will have th~ ,arne 

floor-plan image in the deo:ign ,urfaee, bm the icon. uoed can he different in eaoh 
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fi&u", 4.!1 Tk. Ilnito.;oB.J , .. lbu ort b. Club DUD. D .. itn 

Rcturning bao~ '0 ,ho FRE1\T> interfaoe in figure 4.7, the toolbar is positioned directly 

above the design , urfaco. The ,oolbar cCKnains "ariou. funCli"", pcrtoining to the 

design ,urface. Examples of thcse i""lude dnwin!: filn<tion •. importing image', 

printing and ,aving the floor-pion image, and deleting annota,ions, Pinally, the Views 

bar i. uscd 10 navigate between the different desiiII view. of FREND. The acrOllym 

PREND .tand, for Fl<>or_plan, Reo;ourres, Episodes, Note.JScreenplay. ""d Design 

Document. These are all the different views "" the \FE design. Although FREND 

contain, five different view, 011 the design, for thi. di".{"ftalion we are chiefly 

inlereSled in two of the vie ...... the Floor-plan view and thc Episode view. The Episode 

vicw allow •• he designer to plan and stru<1ure the epi, odes in a diagnunmatic form. 

Pigure 4.9 show, the episode netw,..k diagram of figure 4.3 but created ",ing FRE1\T>. 

Two cu(-scene, are also def""d with the use of the red rectangles. 'The blue rectangles 

an: the episode •. Above the diagram is the epi£ode toolbar fcoc creating new epi!iodes 

and cut-scene, """ c'tablishinl: lin~' between lhe episode •. 

! [Iii ;.,;::;;:;;:; IF" '-"'.~ 

t1t:U'" 4.9 Th. Epi.<HIo No ... '. '" V;"'- . f FREl'ol) >h""';D~ a po •• ntiil Dm.ock di.aJ:rom of 

Club Du n. ODd t,.. <uh«n •• 

By creating (hi. softwan: tool we aim to make the prodU<"!iOll of .,,,.n,,, e .. iel' and to 

manage the complex organi .. lioo of (he episode" .ct. and ,cenes alllomatically. 1be 

tool free, the design", from having to con(inuOilllly draw the desired icoo and thereby 
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allows him or her to focus on visualising the dc.ired interaction,. Tho "",ilwan: teach<:, 

the designer becauoe it uses consi'tem terminology and the icon, which are lobelled in 

the planning toolbar oel"\le os remind .. , of the specification language. 

-1.4 Proto typing FREND 

To get to the final product of FREND many low and high-fidelity prototype' wore 

pmduced and peer-reviewed during weekly de,ign meeting', Our low_fidelity 

pm\otype. include papcr and pencil ,xetche, and white-board sk<'1ches. Often the,.. 

prototypes were photo;:raphed ond included in a document describing the layonl and 

functionality. Figure 4,10 shows an early prototype of a paper and pencil s\;et.:h of 

FREND. In compariS<lll with tho actu.l Interface in figLlfo 4.7 one can soe the urtorlace 

ho. changed much since this prototype. The design space is in the same pl",e and the 

epiwde netwo<k di"l,""'" is included together with (he floor-plan at the bottom ofthc 

interfaco. Tho concept of "views" was included at a later 'tage and re,ulted in a 

distiooioo between tho Epioode View and the Floor_plan View. On the right i,. library 

panel, containing the Ibt of all the Tesource, belonging to the design. Thi. wa .. later 

turned into the Resource viow, 

Figur~ 4.10 All <at1~ ("per IlJId P<Dcil Prototype of FRENO. 
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l 

Fi~..-. 4.11 lIi-fid<lily prototype or. 1I<>""'II<>;nt r.lidc .~n .. ing tb. 'I ip !Uri,u ' ''n" .. d 
FREND ;" terr •• o. 

We found thai with the use ofPowerPoim to prototype FREND, we could make our 

concop" clearer to th~ CA YES programmers as PowerPoint allowed us to simulate the 

functionality in an int<T8Ctiv~ way u,bg hyperlillk. belV'een . lides. This high-fidelity 

prototype was not ouly effc.ctive in communicotinll but wos also easy 10 produce arid 

modify Fill"'" 4.11 ;, an example of our Powerpoint prototype showing the interface 

ofFRE"''D. 

4.5 Limitations in Software Development 

Many of the feolures w. d.signed for FREND w .... rot implem.nted becaw;. of time 

cOllstr.ims, 1be CAVES d.veJopm; were implementing VRDiTl'et aIOllg<id~ FREND 

and YRDirect was higher OIl their priority >ehedub. Our priority was to te!.t the floor_ 

plan vi, ual formali , m with ,tLldcnts enrolling lOt the Interactive M~dia COlll"S<>. That i" 

we .... lIted to \est ~oe visual language and its semantic.s in expre.s.ing interaction., 

rath~r than to have a full set of fe"'Utes, Another limitailOll that we had was "ith the 

V;'lIIIlisati01l of the Episode Network diagram, Initially. we "'templed to use a "clothes 

line" visuali,atiOll to peg 011 li:tear episodes and 10 baYe episodes that were lIOt pegged 

10 be lIOn-lill.or. Thi. ,,-as not implemented because VRDireet could not emulate thi' 

ability i~ the reqUIred timeframe. Despite the limillltiom '-I'e experienced. We fell that 
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fREND comprehensively implemented oor visual speciflcatioo method for l=ing 

purpMes . 

. t(, Summary 

We believe that oor 'pecificatiou metlxld met Ihe design criteria ". set Ollila achieve. 

Our visual 'pecificatiou method is: 

1. Organi>ed: wilh the """ of epi5<Xle .nd "'ene ,1ruc,ure, and with a ,uite of 

visual icon. to u,e. 

2. Guides Vi,ua~satioo of YEs: ailo", foc spalial planning Wilh lhe "CL!li0I'ing 

!Ool'. meohanic< exprt<sed by dragging and dropping icoos. 

3 Expressive: The vi.uallanguage supports authoring and scripting information 

by plotting interaotion, and th.ir position •. 

4. Learnable: The tool use. th;, language familiar to design"" and renects the 

language of the authoring tool. 
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The research context and the 'i .. ~"n~ ... of the visual .<U.5'''~5'' used 

is described in this A group of U'"'''.5U'"'. were video recorded 

while ~~,no''''''O an Interactive mini-3D game and each ___ .,,... ____ in an 

artefact of their The programmer authored one of the games 

the HVVr,nYH as well as the document We discovered that the 

was learnable by and that the 

translated almost into the VRDirect IltMI(\r'ono program. Because the U""5U'~5" 

imitated the VRDirect tool, the grasp of the mechanics 

the VR medium and what the VRDirect tool offered. This second study also 

identified areas in which nnnrrmP"",pnT" to the formalism can be made. 

We first describe the context of this followed the of the 

JI.,.,vU.AVY,UVU of three and the 'tn'''Ilp'lYIpnt",t, of one of these games. 

The "Introduction to Interactive Multimedia" course was held for second year students 

at VCT from to October 2004. The CAVES research team, and 

collaborated with the Centre for Film 

and Media Studies in of the course. The course was run much in the same 

way as the year, vv •• J" ..... 'O of lectures and hands-on sessions. The 

from the '-''"'''UI'''''''' Science npr,,,,rt'm 

lectures were different in that consisted of an introduction to with 

VRDirect and the method. The course assessment 

included the of a mini-interactive game around the theme of the "Handover 

Street" game. In this was the 

.... "5'''.5'' we derived in the instead of the document method 

In order to the students manage their were 

constrained to have three characters in their game. The course facilitator also felt 

70 
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this constraint was necessary so that students could 

Implementc;~a within the time-frame ofthe course. 

a game that could be 

In we were invited to teach three lectures the visual 

u~,.u~'" method and condition-action Our intention was to use 

FREND for the game "100""15"'''' the of FREND took 

than antlcIJ)ah!d and was not for the student's course work schedule. We 

therefore decided to use PowerPoint for the student's course work assessment. Students 

were familiar with PowerPoint from a nrp'VTf"I" course, and we could 

add the icons for the as a of This would still involve 

the students the their and the of condition-action 

class time. The 

course were created this way. 

documents the students submitted for the 

October FREND was for We pn{'l"'I1Ir<>e,prl the students of 

the Interactive Media course to attend a two hour eXI)erlml~nt 

and view of FREND to document their 

time was offered in addition to the student's course 

students for their involvement. 

the LU •. "V\. ... 

Since this 

attendance was 

Twelve students were selected for the Introduction to Interactive Multimedia course 

based on above average class marks and a an for 

The students had a in humanities and no ",r"or"tn 

The twelve students were broken up into three groups COIlsl!;tmlg of four students in 

each group. The students took on basic roles in a game team ........ U' .. "i"', 
audio and interaction. Each group had all four of the roles 

Our role was that of a facilitator the class time and that of a researcher and 

programmer the sessions. For this case study, all twelve students 

constituted our content or We chose one of the 

program VRDirect in order to observations from the 

nf'lr<:n,f'C'tIVf' but each ofthe three game 

71 
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All twelve of the de5agrlers volunteered for the eXI)enmelrJt sessions FREND. The 

eXI)eriml~nt was held over three with each group on one of the 

each two-hour session the were an hour to use FREND to 

document their after which we conducted a fifteen minute individual interview. 

Most of the observations discussed in this are focused on the eXlleriment 

session. The data we obtained from the classroom sessions were the students 

spe:citied in PowerPoint and in the Scr'eerlpl<iY document. The SCI'eerlP!<iV is a textual 

document based on Film but modified to 

hyp,erlinks to to in the game. The facilitator of the course initiated the 

of the document whose was to describe the 

atnnm;phere of a scene and any dlaJo!~e that was needed. 

the classroom we the icons as to the in a 

collection into the Microsoft's ,-,,, •• r,-.u allowed 

the to and the icon onto a slide in Po'welrpoint. Each machine 

in the student's contained the icon collection. 

Our observations included the of the sp(:cif'icatioills plroduce:d for the students 

course work as well as the artefacts FREND. In 5.1 this 

constituted our spec examination". In order to obtain the 

unl:ierstandilng of the Hoor-plan visual we decided to conduct an artefact 

walk-Ithn)u~~h with each as the second data An artefact 

walk-Ithr()ujl;h allows a subject to recreate and an artefact 

of their work process We used this 

unstructured interviews where each de~;igJler was asked to to the 

researcher and to describe the use of the icons and annotations emplclye,d. These 

interviews were as to focus group disCU5isio.ns, en:;urllng that the 

de:;igller's responses were not influenced or the other To 

achieve in our data we created one of the games VRDirect. 

5.1 illustrates the observational data validation ofthree data 

sets. 
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artifact 
5.1 Tbree data 

gather'ing techniqules used to 
undlersltancling of 

process and 
artefacts used in tbis case 

Constructive intt:ra<;tion, another data gathermg technitque, was used in to identij[\r 

usability plroblerrls and in addition to the other data gathering techniqw:s which formed 

our tri!mg.ulation. The involves the re<;or,dmlg of conversational interaction 

among pru1icipants who do not understand the problelm but who work tog,ethc~r to 

arrive at a solution 

The eXI)erim4~nt room at the ComI=,ut4~r Science deI=,artment was supplit:d with two 

Pentium 4 cOlnpl11teJrS cc)nt;aining an installation of FRENO. Students worked togethc~r 

in in dOI~urnerltlI1lg their in FRENO. That each group corlsislting of four 

students was divided into two teams, each team wc,rki,ng on one cOlnpute:r. 

in teams of two instead of mdllvidmtllv we 

discussed the interface and 

to OIn.-OCHnt pr(,blt:ms as the students 

to each other. Such 

information could be missed an individual USt:r-t,estJlm! as it is unlilkely the 

del,iglrler would communicate their software difficulties alone. 

The groups were the document of the game that for 

their course work hand-ins. The document was so that each team could 

remember what their upon would be. No other material was handed to 

them about the and the students had not used VRDirect the 

class to this eXI)erim4~nt. 

Each was with a video device which recorded the visuals 

and the audio of the students with FRENO. 5.2 shows the eqlliplneltlt 

that was used to record the sessions on machine one and machine two, respe<:bvely 

Machine one was recorded a video camera on a with camera lens pOllDte:d 
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'" the ocreon. The built_i" microphone of the video came,a W31. used to recGfd the 

audio. 

Figure ~.! Machin. nDO nn tho I.ft aDd ma<himo on> OD tho ri~bt u><d t. ,..{"{In! 
ob,rrvarin •• mod. of 'I1Id<Dt> u.ia, lb. FRE],;D •• n.. ...... 

Machine two was connected to a ,cau eo",.".r (figure 5.3) which fed the video OIXpUl 

of the monitor aTld audio oulpul from the microphooe to a video mixer and recorder 

(figure 5.4). The video, from both the ca..'llera and the usability recordin2 device were 

recorded on mini-DV tai>'" 

The equipment u,ed to record aclivid •• on maehine two wa, superiGf in tenn. of 

w](}bmucted ,ideo play_back bocause only the.ideo output was recGfded. The'e wore 

00 obstrudio'" .uch a, ,tudent'. heads blocking the screoo. Howe,e', Ihe video 

c~mcno. used!O l'eeorci machine one conlaiued obsnuctioru; but excelled in recording the 

,!uden1.1l pointing a! elements on the screen while discu.,in2 their use of FREND and 

their de,igru. Both images were clear on playback. 'Ihc audio was louder and dearer 

"" machine two because of the directional microphone that wa, used. 
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During 'he experimL'T1' the de,il,'llC'" were lasked 10 U'le the f<:pi,ode and FI<>o<-plan 

view of FREKD to r.cord their o\>sen'atioos, nl< anal) sis of the Hoor-plan artefucr, 

produc«l in FREND. logelher Wilh the Inlerview dOl. discussing • w.lk-tbrou~h of 

,he,e anelac". formed the m.jor I")rli<ln of (Jur obscrvalion, However. we also 

analysed the screenplay dOClITlenl and PowerP(Jint specificatioo •. in comparison with 

[he fRE"lD specificalions, 

In. ",reenplay d"cumL'T11 0' each !,'TOUp wa., given ~l lhe de,igners during tlte 

experiment os • means of pro"idin~ consistency b<tween p"i" of tho ",me group using 

rREKD and [0 jo~ lhe memory of the designers. An example ef lhe ,ereenpl.y 

docum.m from the game, The Consequenc. , is provided in Appendix E on p.ge 15 [, 

The screenplay document provided a ""lual doscription 0' ,he de,ign, 

rhe ""dC1lt, had already banded in Hocir PowerP(Jim de,ign, two week> prim 10 taking 

lbi, experiment and were IW[ given a crtI'} oftheir Po",erPoint 'pecification, during the 

exp .. iment They were .l,e not provided with a description of an)' of the icc"" .nd 

'lUwt.tions m.kin~ up the ,i,ual language, We u,ed ttl< PowerPoint ,pecir.e.tions 

together with the specificatioos produced in fREKD to gauge how leam.bl. tl .. 

de,igMf.' found the visual language. 
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5.5 The VRDirect Authoring Tool 

Ono of tho group', game, wa, rondomly c~n for imph,ment(l{ion by th~ 

programmer. VRDircC! was used to author the game. By this time. VRDir.ct·, 

""ripting interface had adv:mced frcrn coding in Python to "coding" using smlence 

function •. 

During authoring lho programmer coold nOw set up tripwire trigger< and proximity 

triggers as well as define waypoints. 1be,. new feature, werc Sllppo<ted by the vi,ual 

longuag< di,cusscd in Chapter 4. Tbe ne", interface to VRDirect rei;eved the 

programmer from dedaring objoets in P}toon and writing fllllClions to calculate player 

di'tance and direction relative to objeell; .,. ".11 a' functions describing the path. of the 

NPC. An eJ<ampio of (he .. mence fi.mction imerface i •• hOWD in fig"'" 5.5. 

The sentence function of figure 5.5 i. in the form of a condition followed by the 

re.uiting actions. "Nata,ha-small"' is the name of a proximity trigger that ,urround, 

Nata,ha. (f the avatar wal~, into the sphere of the proximity trigger then the """dition 

i, set to true:md the following action, play, 

1. Nata,ha', beckon animation i. called 

2. An audio file i, played 

3. And a ·'memarash.'" nriable that belong, to th< gongster object i, set to ye, 

,'~, CA~" , ... ". , .... _ ., 

"'"""'~, .... 
I ",, ~ CM'..- """ 

:F ~ T, ,,,,,, .\","lJ.k'",-".j' "~;', .... ':" "",,,,,,,,",,<:. 
"'oN 

ClII "" ."""""'" , .. "b, ''''' nn 
'.\0 [O]l .", .• ...., ; ,tt .. , • . "ok o_ 
"" III p;l .. " "'; ."0 .. .-" ,1 

n ~.' 
[.0] c<·t ~.".o"". ~ "",,,"" to :a.: 

Fit ... ~,~ C.oditibK·Acrioo rair Editor io VRDi ... ct. 

a 
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The animati()[15 are called u,ing the nam~< Ih~ m<><kllers pro>idcd with the model. In 

order to playa direCliOllal audio file. 0/10 attaches the audio file to an object while 

authorino:. The "FollowM~" <OIIIId tile had been attached to the Natasha obj""!. 

Similorly, any attribut", an obj~N may nero or. also attached to an object during 

authoring by the programmer, The '"metnOla,ha" variablc: associated with the gangster 

object i< an example ofthi' , 

5.6 Floor-plan 
Interviews 

Analysis and Artefact Walkthrough 

In thi. ,ection we pre,ent a ,wumill)' of the major finding' mad~ during our artefa<t 

""alysi, and walkthrough' with the studem,. When onaly";ng the ob..,..,.ation, made 

during thi' study, w. were interested to , e, how w.ll our floor-plan languab'" allowed 

the de.ign~rs 10 organise, visualise and expre$< th<ir <k,ign in on appropriate manner 

for VR. Since we did not provide the stud""" with a summ.,)' of III<: FRE:-ID icons in 

the experimoIll •• "ion. w. could also discuss how learnable the languab'" wa, by 

C(lmparing th~ FRL."ID design' with the Pow.rPoint floor-plan" We fir,tly provided a 

brief <kscripti(>l1 of each of the games (TVEvil. The bperimenl and Th~ Cansoquence) 

followed by the "",",valians made. In scctioo 5.6. we discm< the programmer" 

experoence in using the ortdaet' to implement '"The Conseq""nce" game using 

VRDirecL 

5.6,1 TV E~il 

Mindy. the central choracler of the TVEvii \lame. "as given the objeclive of exploding 

two church •• using dynamite which , he must collect. In order to win th~ gam,. Mindy 

mu,t ~,cape the expiosioru; she ""', off in the church, Mindy can e""""nter a priest 

charact~r and a pros!itllle character in each of the churche$ which lead, her 10 discover 

her missloo. The churches ... e situated in H""dover Slree! .00 frequented by local' 

Mindy can set off bombs by placing the dynamite she colie<ts on special marl"". 

called "X-spots'> in the ehurch~,. Mindy must take care not to got distracted by the 

priest or pro;;titute aller activating the dYIlZlllite '0 that sh' can ",ca~ the building 

unharmed, 

5.6.2 T he Experiment 

The EXp"rimen! i, a mini-inreractive 3D game with among empha,is on the story 

discovery, n." player does not know their objeclh' e from the outset. bu! piec •• tlle plot 
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together a, they discover dues that reveal their involvement in the story. TIte i=. 

take, pl""e in & w",ehous<: in Hondo,'er Street. The warehouse i, guarded by roaming 

body snatcher> that ,teol body part< from the morgue ""d <ell them for money. TIte 

police of Hondover are trying to find evidence to lock them away. Tho w"",house i, 

their hid.away ond storage centre. The player staIl3 at the cntronce of the w=house, If 

he gets caught by th. body snatche, they ~ill him ond the i1lIlle end •. If. however. he 

walk. into the w=hou'le, there is a poli"" vehicle and a <ecurity identit)- card "bich 

the player con pick up. Upstair> il; the office of Smithy, which the pay.r can gain 

""ces' 1o with the use of the <ecurity card, In this offi"" the player <Ii, coven that the 

policemon ha, hung him,elf becau<e of the guilt of being involved., an undercov.,. 

body ,natcher bim,elf:md bofore dying, turned oITlhe fre.zer containing th. pr.<erved 

body-parts. Th" i. revealed to the player on reading a suicide note, which lhe player 

mu>t pick up. On another level in the warehome. the player C3D imer""t with the 

i onitor who tell. him that he will di. unles, he rurn, 011 the freezer in the attic, Before 

going into the attic. the player must pick up the fi-•• zer' , ""curity code ""d a ga .. mask 

to pror.c, him from (he fumes in the attic, In the attic the play.r mu,l lum 011 the 

freezer. He COIl also discover a r.ceipt ,""owing a ,ai<:. """"""rioo for a body part, TIle 

play., can use thil; receipt os evide""" of the body snalOhers dealing •. The final 

objectivc i, for th. player to get out of the wareoou.e ond take the evidence to the 

police station , In ord.r to ger pastthe body ,natohers, however. he has to act a, a .. 11er 

and sell the b<xiy ,natoh<-'ru a body part. In the auk the player can pick up the heart 

argon 011 the table for the tr:msactio!l. If the play.r manage, 1o accompli,h all the above 

tash, h. win, the game. 

5.6.3 Tb r Conscqn"nc" 

The game ,·TIte Consequence" hali gang .... ,;= .. il.'l them •. Th. player's main mi"ion 

is to iet initiated into a gang by overcoming obMad., and accomplishing tasks. To get 

initiatcd, lh. c.ntrol eharacr.r, Jimmy, has to steal a gll!l. which i, in the safe ke.pilli 

ofthc gun shop own.r. To "eol the gun, Jimmy need, to di'guise himself and dis\r..,t 

the gun ,bop OWller '" that be move, away from the 1:Ufl, Hi, di,~'Ui"" i, giwn 1o him 

in lhe form ofaj""ket, 5Wl~I .. = ond a hat and he distmcts the OW1)<-'1" by ""uing ofTan 

alann. Wben the owner move:> aw&y from the yun, Jimmy i, fi-.e to steal ir, If Jimmy 

manage. to iel the gun in time, he mu't m eum il to the gangster locat.d in an allt:')' 

along Handover Street while avoiding the polic.man on patrol. A ,ucc.s-,ful delivery of 

the gun allows Jimmy to become a gang member thus winning the game. If Jimmy is 
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caught by tho gun ,hop OW'IO' 'tealing the gllll or by the policeman while 1M:: i. in 

pos .... ion of (he gun, he lose. (he game. 

5_6.-1 TIl{' FJoor-pJ~n bngu~g,· ~ml Org~ni,aliun 

1'hc concep .. of episode" ...ts and =ne. we,e intended (0 IM::lp tho designer .trucrure 

the de,i~'11 into manageable (ash. "( 1M:: Episode View in FREND allowed the de.igners 

10 construct their episode network diagnun, by <Joing bl""h to represent the epi,ode, 

and links 10 show which episode{s) followed another. From the .il< p"u. (two p"i" 

making up one g.me group) that produced tho FREND episode netl"ork diagram, ooly 

one of (he pair, used the diagram as we had intouded. Five of the groups used the 

diagram to show the player. movement in the environment and not the story-arcs of 

the game. Con,ider figure 5,6 showing the netl'wl: diagram token from""" of the 

team, diagramming The Consequence game. The diagram show, the player starting 

out by "Walking the ,\reet'" and from the streets, he ha' the option to either go to the 

-'Gun ,hop'- or to the "Alley'-, This diagram oo.s not ~ment the story-an" of the 

game; in.tead it show, the sets the player can go to. 

'111e allcy .. t in figure ~.6 of 1M Consequence show. a cutscene enntled, "in,tructiOlls 

from gangstcr~. The "",igncrs lIS<'d the episode networl: diagram to show where the 

player will bo "bon the ou,"ce"e is played, in.toad of using the cuts""ne as a special 

episode .howing the player the story con(exl. Like episodes, cUlscenes were intended 

10 ,how the wider ,wry-arc, of the game. However, !he way the de,igner. usod the 

cutscene in -'l1!e COIlseqU""",," implied thai the cu"""ene was not to be played after the 

epi.<ode ""curred. It was u .. d to intcrrupr an epi><><ie, returning 'he player back to the 

"ame episode OTIce the cut,,,,,,,e w'" fini,hed. Om visuallangu"Ge therefore catered for 

episode_wide cu"""ene. but not scene-wide cut scene,. By scene-wide ou"""ene, ".,.. 

mean film clips that are played during the episode and Oil completion returned the 

player back to the same episode. 

The figure 5.7 shows two <'pi,ode network diagram" one token ITom tbe TVEvil game 

O!lthe left and the other taken ITom the other pair of The Consequence game shO"lI on 

tho ri~ht. Botb of the"" group, 'tarted OII( witb an introduotO[y epi'ode-wicio cutscene. 

The TVEvil diab'Tllm .hows that (hi, group also used the epi'ode diagram a, a ",t 

called, -'TerblandIC Church". By contrast. the ""Iy pair that did not lISe (he "Pi,ode 

net,,;orI; diagram to document the player's spatial movement was done by one psir of 

The Consequence game, The episode i, diagrammed a, "Start Playing'- showing (Ite 
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transitioo bef".'een the film cutseCTlC ond the VE where the player can inte'''''t. Even 

though we intended the lobol. of "Jlisode, to be descriptive ofwbat the story-arc oftbe 

gamc wa,. the interview with each de,ign.,- of this pair revealed that they understood 

the coocept of epi,odes as "a level or clJtmk in the game ~nd is repre,entcd by the blue 

block" whc'1\ explaining thi' diagram. 

, 

Fitur, ~,(, Th, Epi,od . N ...... rk dia~ ... m t.~eD froln r~< Con«qu.t>«. "tnilracrioD' 
f..om the ~.ng.t<r i, • Sw,e_"'ide CMt_.«n. 

ImoAYI 

'. 
VL

' ...... ~ ....... Gh ,01 

.~ If ... 

Fig.ro ~.7 rl>e <p;'ode •• tw.rk di.grull from tbe TVE~il ~'D" ;" '~b". on th. loft ud 
I\"om tho Con,"'lu,.« ,.m •• D lb. Ti~ht. 

5.6.5 Tb~ Floor-pt.n t.Dgu~ge, Visuali,atioD and EXfJrn"i~.D." 

!n this ,,",otion we presom oor flnding' with regard to the d.,ib'TlCT·S v;"ualisation ond 

eXJlTessivc"JIcss ll.'ling the 'pedflcatioo language and how the longuagc .upports a 

design ,,!,propriate fo< VRDiTec! 

Floor-plan' and rille vinali,aLi{) n: 

w. found that the de.igners made use of the screenplay document ~nd the flooc-plon' 

to ""cord diff"'''''t type' of information. While the floor-pi""" showed the gome design 

in an ab'lraCt way, along with the required inten>ctioos. the octtenplay docwnentcd the 

,tor),_ The ,crecnplay was not a document intended to be used by the programmer. 
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However. we fotmd that the screenpla~ not onl~ documented the ,tory. it also re\eaJed 

rule. of the game th.t w= not explicit in the floor-plans. Con,ider the excerpt in 

figure 5.8 taken from The Coo, eque""" screenplay document. TIte corre'pondilll: floor

plan image is shown in figure 5.9. 

-If you HAVE RECEIVED mE OBJECTS FROM TIlE GANGSTER AND 

PLACED THE BRIEFCASE ON THE TABLE UPSTAIRS __ 

If you PICK UP WE GUN 

GUN APPEARS in hand 

> 
® 

,.~", 

Figu ... 5.9 Floor-plan d""ihinl ,b .... n. ofth. ploy.c, Jimmy 
,"aliKE tho ,bGtgun. 

The screenplay docwnented that tile player can only pick up the gllll ifhe had placed 

Ihe briefc"", in the upstairs room. The floor-plan ,how:o;!hat the condition ",ed to pick 

"p the gun ;,; a proximity .phere. indicated by the green eirel. around the ,hoIgun. 

Thu, the scr •• nplay revealed palt of tho ~ame rule. and the floor-pion showed 

l1iggeri:n1.' infonnation. Without reading the screenplay. the prolOfammer would not 

know that the Io'U" could only be picked up if the player firSt placed the briefcase 

upstairs. We had meW for the de,ib'Tu,r, to W.e the label function to Teco<d ruk>< in the 

floor-pion. The,e label , were I10t often used and when they were u,ed there was nO! 

" 
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enough "",dfled to identify the global rule, of the game. Thus the floor-pIon language 

labelling did nol enoourage the design.rs to reoord game rule. while designing. 

Visuali .. tion of playe .. plot disconry: 

We foond thaI during the anefact walkthrough!;. the students explained more of the 

.toryline verbally than was recorded Hl both the ""eenplay and the floor-plans. 'lVhil. 

explai~ their gome during the anef;\Cl waJI..1hrough,. they often poimed at each icon 

and ""notOli"" to .xplain the scen •. The ;"on, served as pointer, to remind the 

designers ",hal they ""oded to share about their game. TIle oarrative ;"00' were used 

mostly by The Experimenl game probably becoose of i1.< .troog emphasi, 00 'lory 

disc()Yery. Figure 5.10 show. the "'Coll.ct Seourity Identity Card" .ane rrom The 

Experiment. Gual. tho """lral character. walks into the warehouse and in rront of him 

there is a pol ice car ond the security identity card. The design"" ""ed a .tali< prop for 

the police oar and an inreractive prop for the security card. 1bey hod not named the 

prop' yel in this image and FREND had given the props the default names of "prop" 

for the car ond "prop _ dymmic" for the security identity card. The designers placed a 

plot point near the security card to indicate thaI the player should now know !hat Mr 

Ri<kenson. the policem.., is >OTJl<'Where in the building. By just reading the image. one 

would not know why the plot point wa, placed there. It was ooly during tho interview 

thaI the full explanation revealed what part of the plot the player should know at thi. 

point in the game. It i, interesting to oote that thi' informolioo was also not specified in 

tho ",reenplay documenl and so the plot point icon wa< useful for the designers to 

deliberately show in which <cene, the players should discover the plot. Thus the plot 

pomt, be""me us.ful placeholders in communicating verbalty abolll the .tory of the 

,~, 

F;t~ ... 3,10 CoN«t the .. c~,;ty 
;deo.ity card " .... from ,h. 

Ex,«;. ••• t mi.;.gamo. 
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Icnn and annota tion language- tl.prc" in di",repanci." 

In oor <ksil:n of the vi5llal language, "" hoped to pro"ide the desi!:",,'s with a 

complete set of icon.' ond annotation., and a ,t:andomI way for .xpr<s.iug those icom 

and annotations ror a VE "',io,'ll. The e"perimMt helped us to reveol the 1"",,'Uage 

di,crep"""ie, on<! identifY areas where impro,'emMr. Can be made. 

l1!ere were two problems with the u,e of the prop icoIlS. One of which was that the 

prop icons were not re_,i",abk The ,ize of the icon represented a phy,ical mockl and 

therefore the de,igners n .. ded so"'e way of showing the scale of an icoo in relation to 

other icon,. The other problem was to do with the .ratio prop icou ouly. The designers 

WeT<! not &ure how many ,tatic prop models they shoold repreeeni on the floor-plan. 

We found that..,me 'ltatic pmI' iooIlS were drawn usiugthe marker 1001 and .,en <orne 

oflhe 'ignificant static prop' w.,.-e left om. 

For example, the £Il11ic prop in fig .. e 5.10 represent' a police vehicle and the ""Uril} 

identity card i, SOOWll by the inten>clive prop. One pair of designers wanted the whicle 

to be much larger than the size of the cord and requested a re,ize function forlhe icon" 

When the other pair of The Experiment designers diagrammed the 'ame scene they 

,imply left out the police car. When tile designer was asked "hy, he ",id thaI he 

"couldn't put in stalic prop" for e'eJY1hing '" that woold be too busy". II would be 

beneficial to the prOl,'11lmmer if the de,igners could resize u..ir props OS this would help 

with positioning tho props during authoring. Simply leaving oct the prop, coold re.ult 

in the programmer not knowing about the pmp. Thjs might be fillO if the set model 

com., with the car prop a, part of the ,el, bill if tho programmer needs to import the 

car, llewould not know thlll he woold ha" to do iiO, 

The ""sign"" creatively u""d icons and ""neil 1m. drawing, to ,how waypoinl 

information. Two interesting examples both carne from The COn,eqllellCe game. In oue 

case tho waypoilU wos drawn with a pel\Cillool showing 1"-' path and an arrow at the 

end of the line to ,how the direction. To maTk the Slart po<ilion of the waypoinl a flag 

wa. used. Figuro 5.11 illustrate. thi' 
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ri~u,.., 5.11 A .«no t.k,n fnllll ,h. >«"nd pair or n. Con,.qu,nco Karo. ,~owin~ tho 
.... ~poi"t ofth. I"pc, S.mm~. n . bloc lin< "il~ ,r'." u" Ih •• ~(! repro",,"b ,h. ,"th •• (1 

di,..,oti •• of tho wo)].oiDt. Th. ".rti_g I"'in' is ,h.,," b)' tho purpl. ,,'o)poi.' f1.~ icon. 

I ._" 

t"itu", 'i.12 An.,her <O<De ,ok.n from tho •• cood poir of The CO.'''lu,.« gam •. 
H.r< ,h. 1,.lk. v .. b drdi.K lh . 'I",,,, and 'h .... f"re 0 •• W.)p.in~ The p.th or 

the lO'.)p.int i. ,h .. .-. U'iD~ the ... ' ow • .-.ypoint f1.g •• nd tho di .. ,I;o" i. ,hoWJI 
",i.Z lh • • ",,<lM Ii"". 

Th. utber pair soowed the waypoints path usin\: tl"'~s to mark the path.nd then "".d 

allloctor ""OW, to sbow the diroction of the polico "on roam;n!: ,n. Hano"e' S~·.ets. 

Althougb both ox.mples m'Il"lled to ,oow all the waypoint informatiO<1 noc..,;sary, the 

lanl:""'~. which "e provided the de,;!:"e,-, for waypoint' wa' not ,\a"d..-d;.",d. We 

intended tb.! tn. w.ypoint n",~, woold be e"""l:h to ,how t he waypoint path. v.'c "-1<1 

not 'II.ndardi'cd [he 'II"-l;ng pm;t;,,,,, the direct;,,,, "f thc pr"p which mo,'c, al'>ng the 
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waypoint, the animation which the prop does aloog the waypoint, nor did we 'peci!)' 

that a prop wa, attached to a waypoinl 

When analyzing C-A pIIin it b<>carne "Waren! that at times O!I~ would not be able to 

identity which oct:iO!15 belonged to which condition" Our initial a,sumption was that 

t!>. proximity of tho actioo in relation to tho condition icon CO" annotation on the f1oor

plan would be enough to ,how tho rel.tion,hip. What we had 110t reali,.d wa, that il 

mi~1 be d~,irable to Mve action, in positions f..- aw¥y from the conditions. F,.

example, The Experimenl mini-~ame has a scene okscribinli the player walkinli up the 

'lairs. The designers wanted the player to he .. variou. sound effects commg from the 

difTer.n! locltion, only when the player roached the stairca,e. Tho.< the letLOn< (the 

different sound .fTect, to be played) and lhe condition (a tripwire trigger on the OIair,) 

would be in different ,patial positiollS. Ther.f ..... > vi"",ing the scene u,in~ our vi"",1 

1000000age a, i., could re6UII in the pr~mm .. associating an octloo to the wrong 

conditioo. 

Another ambi~uity ...-i,e, with th. timer trigg", condition as thi' type of trigger d"", 

not have a ,patial dimension, By pro\'idin~ the designer with a timer tril:ll'" icon they 

were fOJeed to po,;tion the timer tril:!.<eT icon on tho map. The d.,il.'Ttetll usually 

positioned the icon in tho location of the actions a.<o$OCilted with the tril:ll'" However, 

the timer trigger could trigger multipl. actions "hich could ha,e po,ition, at different 

places on I"" map. Again the programmer migbt mistakenly ",sociale an actioo to the 

wrong trigger conditiO/l', The language need, to be more explicit in showing the 

r~lation ,hip betw.en condition , and action •. 
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,', " 

~'iguro ~. 1 3 A .«uo take. from tb. TVE~il ~am •• howim~ Mindy 'Dtorio.~ th. <bu rck. She 
e ... lo ..... '" with tho pr;"" amd 01>0 pl . .. dyulDito on (b. x-<po'_ Noli« th. , tho 

dY"amito"' ut i. di<.trd . nywb .... OD tb.llU.p. 

We also did not expljoitly ",ovide a way for the designer to documellt the player or 

ch ... acler attribut<$, Thj , i. "'lIlIliy ".,lIed {he character's invento.", a c""""pI 

borrowed from 2ommg. Having an inventory tr..,.Iale, to h.ving • «, of variab l .. 

d">CJ"ibill£ the item, that ore placed in the inventory ami rules whkh "an he awlied to 

those variabl"s. Every team made us<: of on inwntory. TIt"", was no offIdal way that 

the de, il.'Jle11; could .pooity the voriable, and rules they required. Some of the invenlC>IJI 

voriabl •• were implied by the use of tho interactive props which the player at times 

could collect (such "".!:Un in The Con""quence, dynamite in TVEvil and the security 

card in The Exporimt"llt). However, Ihe it""', whioh dki no! hay" a physical 

counterpart in the environment, for ~xample, "health" which two of the groups n<"Jeded 

were 1\01 dia);l"3.mmed on th~ floor-plan, Further, the rules regarding the inventory item. 

were 001 diagrammed on the tloor-pl:m, Figure 5.13 show, the TVEvil ",,~ne where the 

player can place dynamite on the "X-spot", [n thi. example, one c_ ..,., tMt the 

player is cortying dynamite, how much dynamite i, being C!IIT~ and how rnLlCh the 

dynamite vah,. is decreased when ..,me of it i. pl"""d on the "X_'poI" , 

EYen with tho"" inventory it""" 'hown on the floor-plan as interactive proP", it wa, 

difficult to xnow ",hether the item was in the inventory (and therefore 1\01 ""en in the 

environment) or out of the inventory (and therefore seen in the environment). One 

,big"er ,uggested in the interview !hat in order to ,how that a player had collected an 

item already, """ ,hould be able to attach the interilCtive inventory ioon. to the avatar 
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icon. Our fkxlr-plan language neros to be imprNd with rego rds to ,.eC0,.ding 0 very 

clear 'pecificati",,- of variable items ond their nl!~' 

5.6.6 The Floo .... plaD language and L.eu roability 

The floor-plan languag. was laught to the de,ignen over a ,en", of NO I.aur •• 

followod by a tbird lecture "" using PowerPoint to document th.i, desii/fl" A. part of 

thei, course work, the srudent' handed in their PowerPoim design two ",eok/; later. 

Alia anothor two weeks, the srudent-designers porticipat.d in our experiment. Even 

tbou~ it wos not initially intended that PowerPoim be used by the students for theiT 

class as,ignments, by using FRENO After the fuel, we were able to make comparisons 

betwe.n the d.signs produced in PowerPoint and tho,e produced in FRENO. A, 

mentioned earlier. the designers were not given a definition of the ioons during tho 

eJ<perimenL Table 5, I show< • ,cene !1lken from each of the game" O!J the left is til. 

scone done ",ing PowerPoinl and on the right i, the <oene using FREND. It i, wOlth 

noting that the scenes are very ,imilar to on< another, This shows that there is some 

con<i<tenoy about the language i1Dd IhIIl tho de,igners m""aged to learn and retain the 

icon, and annotation,. Th. differ.ro::e between the two floor-pi"", of n.. 
Consequence, show< the d<signer using a colli,ion d.t""tion trigger fur tho condilion in 

the Powerpoint ,lide and a user interaction mome icon for the condition in FRENO, 

Thi, difference i, not due to whether or not the l..,gu"l;e wo< learnable but rather a 

choic. of conditions used by the designe" , Another di/"ferroce between these two 

scene, is tbat the PowerPoim version .oows the attributes of th. avatar before the 

interaction occurs (before h. pl""es the bri.fc= down) and then after the interaction 

""our,. Thi. type of speoification is not possible in FRENO boca",e each scene could 

only have one unique avatar. 

In tho second scene shown by the Experiment, we """ the Polioe Van icon "hich has 

boen resized in Pow.,,-PoinL The de.igners also made use of the Episode portal icon in 

PowerPoinl, but <bowed animation and waypoirus in the FREND seem, It i. interesting 

to note that the portal icon, wore not used at all in the FRENO floor-plan,. Thi' is 

probably due to the confu,ion experienced when diagramming the Epis.ode Network 

diAb'TamS as sets , It could he that the,e concepts needed more time for the d.,igners to 

gra,p. Otherwise, the image, are very 'imilar. In the las! so.ne don. by the TVEvil 

b'TOUP, we .ee that both soenes show the use of a Pri""t and the X-spot prop, tbe three 

conditi"", (two proximity trigger< and a tim.,,- trigger) and the actions of tbt audio 

" 
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sound is ,hown. Tbe imeroctioo 00 tho X-spot is described in the FRE~D scene bUl 

tICII in the PowerPoint scene. 

- --= -[ 
~ 

The hp.";mon<: Pick up '«.ri'~ id<",~~ .. rd 
no .!;.penm •• " ,.,k .p .. ,.lit:! ide.'iI)' ,ani 

TV~vil: Med 'he Pr;'>< 
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As an interesting side point, we asked the designers during the interview how 

PowerPoinl compare, lO FRENO. Eleven OUl of the twelve designerS daimed lhallhe)' 

preJ'.rred FRE"''D 0 • .,. PowerPoinL The desib'Tler who ,aid >he [l"efem:d PowerPoint 

did so because .h. "ould not resi ze Iter i"ons and it was not easy to add in texl. One 

designer said, "Thi. (FREND) is better be"ause you have aU your .nJlf here and you 

doo't have to import all yoor icons and that's a has:sle, It's easier to )lilt ju your . ets and 

go from set to set and from scene to scene ""d it' s easy to import your floo:x'plans if 

you want to. Just basically ea. ier. It went a lot faster, beCllUse thi. is the first time we 

are doing this and it ooly toot us an hour and a half', The <Xher designer.; had simil ... 

""'W.'" and these fell into ooe of the following categorie" 

• FREND i:; nKl<e ","cialise<i to the tas~ of de,igning VEl; 

• It was more convenient as icoo, did no! have to be imported 

• It was ea,ier to navigate between ..,ene, 

• Itwasi'asterto",", 

5,7 Authoring and Scripting the Consequence 

Tbe COT'l""'luence wa, chosen to be implemented a. thi' group had most of their ..,ene, 

documented in FRENO during the experiment. In fa"', ooe of the pain ocru.ally 

finished their de,ign. tmplementing 11le Coo'equence re,ealed !he programmer's 

penpe",ive on 'l'ecification using FREND and we summari,e thi' experience. TIlis 

group provided the prOlOTammer wilh a CD containing all the mood" mm and audio 

assets they produced fcoc their c""'"" wcock. 

V,ing the FREND specificalion from !he C""""'Iuence and a CD cooraining their 

mooel. and audio me" we embarked on creating their game using the VRDirect 

authoring tool. The purpose of thi' exercise was to observe how !be floor-plan and 

artefacts would be used by the proJOrnlIllller and how the authoring and ""riptiug 

experience might in tum influence lhe floor_plan language. A >eCOI\dary purpo,e was 

to maintain language consistency between the floor-plan language in FREND and the 

lam,'uage used by VRllirec\', interface. 
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1-----® , .-~ .. , -_'~M '" • 

" " 
5.15 Sh""i.g til •• tt ... I.yout ofT~. CO .. <quo.c. 5.14 A ", ... n,bo' ofTh. C .... quooco Vi:. .howi"1 lb. 
u,«I by .b. p ... ~ralD"'.r duri,,~ .lIIhorio.~. polk. ~.n, tho ,,..tar, .~. guo .hop .. d tb. ,noy. 

'f11e programmer found lh31 Ihe scene showing lhe top-down view of the entire 

environment was essential in order to author the 3D v,"",ion of the emironment. U.e 

was made of the scene sho'wn in Figure 5,15 which ~eifie, the layoul of the entire 

enviroomelK and w", used to construct the VE shown in Figur. 5.14, Without the 

overall vi.w of the envirOOlllem, the programmer would DOl have been able to 

complete one of the first step, in authoring, con,tructing the environment rhe scene 

showed where tho gun shop ODd olley were in relation to one another and to the re,l of 

the YE. The image clearly show<:<l tho direction of the police von and the von' , 

waypojnt, but did not .how the yon, .tarting posilion along the waypoiTIt, _ 

The pro~ammer found ombi~uiti,", when ~lecting the assets from the co provided by 

the de.igners. Not all of the model, which were specified in FRENO were 00 the CD, 

This left the de.igner choo,in~ the outstanding model , from the VRDirect model 

library. Thi' may have been the de,igner', intention_ but the programmer wa, no! 

confident thai the tight models were cho,en. The slUdents provided the model' for the 

police van, avatar, the gun ,hop owner, the gun, the gongster, the gun shop and the 

olley buildings. TIle", were also many file versioos of the same model on the CD, 

which left the programmer unsure of which model to us •. The bat model was not found 

on the CD oc in the VRDirecllibrary. The de'igrn:rs therefore. had either clwlged their 

d.sign oc hIId not had suflkient tim. to model their own haL 10 order for the 

programmer to cominue with implementation, a jacket model wos chosen from tho 

library ." a proxy fCO" the hat mode l. In order fCO" the programmer to work out which 

audio file ~longed to which 'cene, the programmer had to listm to th. <Wdio file 

pTovided on the CD in conjunction with the 'creenplay so that the right audio file was 
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played for a particular scene. This wa, tho only time tho Scree""lay docwnent wa, 

used by the prolo'Tllmmer, AI "", JTl(IC<! ambient sound files were pro~ided, than were 

actually specified, Thus an impro~"",ent need, 10 ho made in the specification of asset 

file, and librory as,ets, s.o lila! the programmer uses tho intended asset in tho correct 

scene. 

fuing autlJoring it bocame "Pparent lilot a skybo~ Was needed but was ;IJ1 authoring 

item not taken into coosideralion in our specific"IiOIl l;IJ1guage. A . kybo_ i. a 

geometric box that SUlTouOO' tho entire en~iroomerl and i. usually textured to ~i~e the 

illrnion of a horizon. In figure 5,14 a skybox which the programmer chose is shown 

sUIT(Mlnding the environment. Thi' porticular skybox was cho/;en as it ,howed Cape 

Town'. table mountain a. the 'un is ,etting. Thi' would be con,i.tent with the 

Consequence screenplay that de5C1ibed the street ,et as occurring at "'Do .... ". The 

spedfiClition of skyboxes need. to be added to tho specifi<:ation language. 

The de,igners had specified three sots in FRENO: the glDl 'hop, the alley and the street 

set and had different floor_plan, for each of these sets. Therefore, when authoring. tho 

programmer .et up three pl&eeflolders for the lilree set, in VRDirect. Howe~er, the 

alley floor-plan WilS actually a zoomed in portion of the street floor_plan which means 

that m. aUey and street ore lil. same set. While de,igning. the aile)' w,," chosen as a 

separate set,.u that a zoomed-in floor-plan could bo used to specifY interactions. Had 

the designer, used the fl",,",-plan ,howing the street sct, they would not have tho spece 

to place.1I the icoll< they would need to spocity their interaction<!. Thu:o; FREND does 

not allow for multiple floor_plans belonging to the .. me set. This feature would be 

Tl<!ce,"'I)' for large environments, such as street layoot<, wbere the de:o;igner may "ish 

to specifY interaC1:ioos on a portion oftho environment. 

While authoring. the programmer learnt a new c"""ept which the developer, of 

VRDirect added subsequent to the introd""tion of epi,odes and set, in YRDiTect. When 

a new .et l,,"ds, the avatar', starting position in that set needed to be defined, Tbe 

inrerface of YRDiTOCl called this position the "'pawn poinl", • concepl taken from 

gaming. Setting up <pawn points wa, done in VRDirect during aulooring and w"" 

indicated with the use of a yellow triangle with the longest point of the triOJlile 

showing the direction in whicb tho avatar would be facinll, Figure 5,16 shows a 

screen!Jlot during authoring. We bad intended lila! the portal icon used in ~"horing 

would show the position of where the a""tar traverses betweon sets, but the punal icoo 

failed 10 ,,!,ocity the direction in wbich tho a\latar would he fucing:, Thus the floor-plan 
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language ""ed, to modi/)' {be use of portals {o ",ak, 1"" langLLage [[",re refl.cctive Qt

VRDirec{ 

Tho programmer f()Unci {h" floor-plan' --"y ll.",fui in Sdting up tho niggc.,.s and if 

applicablo which objocts (he triggo,", w()Uld he auachcd to. Th" scrcc.."hot in Figur. 

5.17 shOW!. tho triggecs u,ed. Five proximity tri!:!l= wece use<L two timer triill .... and 

two tripwire !riggen. All. except OD<: of these triggers were indicated on the floor

plano. Th. only trigger that w,," not indicated On the floor-plan by OUr desilO""TS was 

one of the tripwire triillers at the door of the IOUn shop. Thio triiller Wll!. deemed 

="01)' to work out whether the player """ walking in or out of the ilill shop. Two 

triggecs were used at lh. door."d each tripwire tri~~er had different actions. 00 the 

whole the specification using FREND captured triggering information in ",fficiem 

detail tOr the proGfammer. 

Figure 5.17 Tb. Trigg.r Oi.t"l; 
ba'. ,bow;"! th. or;U .... , th,i, 

typ<' ud th •• bj.cto towhicb tboy 
would b< oU><b,d. 

After 'u{hodng, tho ,crip<ing '{age began hy <kfrning oondi{i""_acli",, pai" Thirteen 

oondidon IlCtion pair:< were 'cripted and eleven of tho,", condi{ion-aolion paj" hod 

oOl'rt;!;ponding image,_ Below i. an image of the ",ene called "Meet Sammy" and 
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aloogside the image is the correspondillll cOOe done in VRDirect. Th.is figure .lIow. 

IIow the programmer translated the image inlo the ",ripling code. Mo.t of the 

informatioo the programmer needed was in the floor_plan. The ooly thing that cannot 

he I.",n but which the programmer ea.ily worked out was the Boolean logic of the 

coodition •. In thi ' example the ~'lJI'I .hop owner. Sammy talk, to the player in an angry 

lone. Thi, angry In''e i. ooly played if the player is not disguised. The audio ""und of 

Sammy', .peech is acti,'ated if a certain amOUDl of time bas elapsed or if the player 

walk' inw the proximity trigger. The image show, the timer and proximity trigger i" 

green. The a~atar i, not carrying hi' disgui,e with him as there ... e I'IO pr"f"; .hown 

with him_ 1 hIl' thi.; .pcciflcatioo method was ea.ily translated inlo code as most of the 

condition·actioo pairs were identified in the images. No extra "trorulation~ process was 

needed fur the programmer to get the information in a usable form as was done with 

the design document spe<ilication method. 

" ocl'''' '_0 

FillDr< 5.18 ";1-1.<1 S.mm)'" .«0. ,ko",. OR tko f1oo .... pl.D i .. a~, ud tb, '.'''''I'''Ddiml 
"K,"n"" fnnclio. «ript .k~W1I 00 tho right. Th< rt<l. lio,_, indi,~," til, <ndino~> ond tho 

bly. liD. imdi<.t .. tk. actio ... 

Two of the conditioo_action pai'" did not ha~e corresponding images_ The first was 

the ,cClIe which the de,igners did not reali", they needed w document 1 hi' ,cene 

would describe whal would happen once the player had completed the missi"" by 

bringing the stolen gun back to the gongsrer. Therefure, while rno<l of the 

specificalioo method drew out most of the coodition-action pair, from the designer., 

it did not ensure that the designers will specify all the >cones necessary roc their 

environment. 

1be other conditioo-actioo pair which was not defmed was a pair that would record 

the initialio.ation of the environment. Thi, condition-actioo pair was ~i,eD the name 
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"simulation started" in VRDirect and is the default C-A that is called when 

an is loaded. Thus it is the ideal to initialise variables. The 

programmer used this C-A to initialise the Boolean variables and 

which are In'''''''T,,.-,., variables attached to the avatar. are 

started when an van, then would be used to 

invoke that action. The method needs to have a default scene for each 

"f""V"" so that initialisation data can be defined the .... ,,~,j', ..... , 

The focused p","'Prlm we '"'v,'" .... "'.' ...... , ""''''''~'''r with the """.v"",,, of the 

how the and programmers used our 

'<1U~Ul1~" and what difficulties it pn::selrJteld. While the worked togeth,~r in 

we were able to record their feedback on the <>VY''''TlIP'',r'Pri with the 

software. Most of the observations made from the discussion within the 

process of with the identified the ~u~u,u., protllerns, which in 

most cases did not influence our of the 

we believe that 

"""'"J;;''''''' understand the 

rnnlr"\\'PTl"IPnt<;: on the interface to the software could the 

... ""J .... ,,~, sets and scenes - which was the 

ueslgn,er:s faced. Most of the "UlHH!~" plreS,!ntf:d in this 

came from the "rt,~ .. ",~" 

the <;:rr,'pnnl 

of the programmer llUIJ''''''''''''''''J;; the VE. Our 

of the FRENO 

document and from the pYf\prllpn,~p<;: 

us to establish where the 

"1."_"lJ,'''~'''V'' """5""'!:;" could be refined and revised in order to ~"T\?'''''+ communication 

between 

4. How do 

metbod? 

The u""'~u.,, 

document. 

and programmer. 

interactions tbe 

documented interactions on the and in the screerlPl~1Y 

used the icons and annotations to document the -~ ........ -

of their props, conditions and actions. their 

into FRENO and modified them in props such as tables and other 

furniture. The """'/40'''' were not of the visual in the 

FREND but were able to remember definitions of the icon usage. This 

shows that the was learnt. FRENO also of 

the icons as they were labelled in the icon The about 

94 
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interaction such as and , while at the same time 

languiage familiar to them such as props and characters. The structures of 

ePlSOCleS, sets and scenes and in how were related to one anClthe:r, 

was not understood This shows that the noor-Dlaln WU'J4ua~;" 

did not as we had intended. That is 

at all. The use of scenes and sets were not to say that there was no 

the interactions and where occurred in the VE and 

the between sets and scenes once were The 

aesagrlers also battled to when should include static prop icons. 

5. Is the tlOfuO-l1llan spf:citiication metbod an 

de:Sll!:OelrS to visualise tbe interactions 

method to allow tbe 

In Nwn no,1'" to the U"O"J;;1Jl\o'" 

the 

tool 

..... o""",J'\O'" who used the 

We believe that the 

seemed to grasp the mechanics of the 

"I"''''''.''''~'uvu method and software 

to reveal the information which the "''"''''5''''"'' needed to Even 

the where constrained to have three characters in their 

we did not see any that were to 1ID1Dlelme:nt 

as we saw with the Club Dune document. on the floor-

of the VE were able to visualise where their interactions will occur and 

where the props and characters will be in the space before and after the interactions 

take the tbe in tbe visualisation 

of interactions in a more accurate and way than its document 

On the other the following of the need to be 

refined in order to increase the apI)rOpnatenes;s of visualisation: 

• The for the "''"'"1;;11''' to 

,"vpntn .. " variable rules. 

In"Pn,,,.,,, variables and 

• The to connect actions to conditions so that actions can be at 

different locations from their conditions if so desired. Some of the interactions 

do not have a dimension and it is thus for the to 

encode 

the timer 

that are not onto a 

does not have a 

interface. For ....... '>111I.J' .. 

These 

structures need to be re):lre!;ented itTp,,.prltl,, in the FREND interface and still 

need be associated with the actions which have a I.JVO"U1.'U on the floor-plan. 

95 
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• The introduction of a default scene for each the initial 

"""~",t"" .. ,, values and character and prop po~mH::ms of the world. 

• The addition of scene-wide cutscenes and should be added to the 

.... u"""'~5" set. 

• \...-l],aU!;;H]'/;; the way Interactive IV""""I1!;;"" are documented and the inclusion of 

the 

• The up~''''u.",'''' U""Jn"n"IT~ should include the posiltlcin of the prop, 

the direction of the the orientation of the prop and a function to 

attach the prop to the ",,,"'un''''''< 

• The to resize so that for props can be sized to a 

scale. 

• The rules and usage prop icons needs to be revisited. 

• The asset which is handed over to the programmer needs to be 

in such a way that the can the filenames and 

versions of the models to be used in 

• The structures sets and scenes need to be rp"'o:ln1nf'(1 or the interface 

to FREND needs to be 

sets and scenes clearer. 

'"', .... "/,,, .. ' ... to make the between "1"""'''''''', 

To increase the on"»",,,'« of the 'Ul'5"'~'5'"" the is also " ... ~,!';,",,,,,,,,,, 

• m,rentorv variables more on the floor-

or the to the :)creenlDla document. 

• The definition of rules about zoomed in areas of to the Set 

construct so that the up of Sets in VRDirect is more accurate. 

6. Is the method a for the 

programmer to Imple:m4eDt the 

The method was not to document the interaction 

information as the document contained information needed 

programmer, but which was not recorded on the 

communication did occur between the researcher and 

the 

Verbal 

the 

interviews which did to ascertain whether the "''''''",,'''''' used the icons and 

the way we intended. On the other hand the researcher was also the 

programmer and this made it difficult to say whether themselves 

would be for a programmer to the without 
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dlSCU!;Smtg it with the 

more eXllrel,Sl\re than the 

The "p',"'U.",,,.UVU method was 

document method since: 

• The "'1""01"<>", ..... ".1'" task was reduced as most of the and 

information was described the U,","l!,;U""l on the UV'V'-IJ'''H scenes. The floor-

the entire environment was used to construct the world 

,tn''''11"10 and most of the 

• The programmer did not have to time documents 

in order to sift out "1""01"""'" information and translate it into a usable form. 

• The to creation process was much shorter in rOtnn:flt'I',on to the 

document process. 

bumo,gnipl1lY was used to obtain data on the visual 

method which we This method was chosen to see if the HVV'-"''''''' visual 

,a~,UlO.auu!'; the communication between the and 

programmer of a VE <>",nIH'<>t"," we pn~sente:d our from a set 

of twelve three interactive 3D games a software 

tool which manifested our This showed that our 

" .... ,,"",'''~'uvu method did indeed aid the communication between the and 

programmer. It also to refmements that need to be made in order to 

further enhance the communication between and programmer. What is more, 

areas of further research came to as a result of this In the next we 

discuss the to the in how 

rnn ... ,,,,,,,",,,,,nt<: can be made. 
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This su~~gestl(ms on '-'11<"'511'5 the in 

response to some of the observations made from our second case We have not 

some of the 

and set 

solutions for all the which we found as we believe 

encountered need further research as the ,,'" ,,,,,,,,,,,,, scene 

'·.n"nlf·r we u"""<1''',, where areas of further 

research can take In this we document "nrJopcti"n" for 

the alteration and introduction of icons and annotations to 

the 

FREND. 

and discuss useful features which can be introduced into 

The visual interaction labels to allow to document 

any rules or values that their called for. The "'''''''15'''''' 

did not make much use of these labels. We propose a more structured way for 

"PTum-v variable and rules a form in FREND that allows the 

ue:;lgJrler to define ,n"",,.,''''"'' items and rules and at each scene allows the ... "'."15'"'''' to 

the value of the items on a per scene basis. In any scene the can view 

the values for a character or prop. 6.1 and 6.2 show two 

forms to data on the avatar. The 

first form allows the to in the .""pnt{\1"\! 

value and a textbox allows for the ",,,,...,l.U./L,,VU '-',,'-''''''''],; on the Add button adds 

the value to the avatars Inventorv While a scene, the ae~>Ig1rler may want to 

the value of the ""Tum",! item and this is shown in 6.2 which lists the 

avatars Inventorv items and values and allows the "''',~A'''H'''A to the values for that 

scene. this sUli~ge:stIcm does not alter the ,a"5uo'5", "-';''';;:>:>Hl.g it can 

be done from FREND. The may start the avatar in the first scene, 
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.nd double-click ~n the a,'atar icon could bring up the form, n>r ddining CK vie'Ying 

exi,{ing icon." inventor), val""'_ 

.. " 

~~ur< h.1 A fol' ... Inock_up for d.n"i"~ .nd .ddin= inv<n'or~ ,'alll<> 10 til. Avatar 

- . -~ 

Fj~II" 6.2 .~ ror .. "'''''k_"I' .h(".'in~ ,h. i"","'",.,. il.ln ••• d Ih.il' valli" for a p",~ic"lal' 

"c." 

6.2 Alteration of Icons and Annotations 

6.2.1 Waypoints 

nle original flMr_plan language ,imply allowed h- Ilag' 10 ,Ix,w waypoint> and then 

dosign er;joioed the p~ints to show lhe completed path_ We ,ugge,t thalillc waypoint 

tlag, .'" ,till provided in an automaled way bUl an .ddilio!Htl bigge, flag maTh' (he 

,tilting l'O,itioo oflhe wa) poin!. l'igurc 6.3 show, an example of away poim, Wilh {he 

additiC<1 . 1 tl.g_ 00 deflning a path, Ihe de<igncr drag' in the big ",,,ypoint flag, 1'1"'0' 
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it on the floor-plan, after which a pwp-up menu form aUows the designer to ,~Ieet the 

ooject to attach to the waypoint and define what animation !he objec'l should pja~ along 

tbe waypoint. The designer in figure 6.3 ,el ... 'tS tlw Sommy character and defmes 

Sommy's animation. Once the designer h'" finished specitying the information, the 

Sammy's icon would ch:mge to have a mini-flag and mini-animation icon sbowing the 

attachmem to a waypoinl path and the animation!o be played_ 

~~------, 

The designer or programmer can later hover over the Sammy icon to "'" a pop-up 

de"""iption of the waypoint information attached to Sammy _ Ii""b wa~ point defUled 

ba, a ,ystem geT\<'rll-ted number SO that 0"" ~an identify the specific waypoiro. the 

character i. attached to. After placing in the big waypoint flag and attaching the 

w.ypoint to the character, a waypoim drawing tool i, then usod to draw the path. Once 

the desigr>cr is fini,hed dr-awing the path, the system automatically places the aIT(lw in 

the diTection th~ p.o.th was drawn and pia""" mini-waypoints flags along the path_ Thi. 

new way of specifYing waypoints, ,howl the waypoi"10 path, direction, the object 

which is attached to il and the animal ion which the oojw must perform along the path, 

~ . 2 ,2 Condition-Action Pairs 

COIldition-action speciticatiof[ initially assumed that cOIldilious would bo in close 

proximity to their corresponding ""tio""_ A •• hown in OllT .tud~ this i. tl(lt alway. the 

""e. For . ,ample, the de.igner might want ",un<h; to he triggered by a trigg"" in a 

certain locatiOll but may want the sounds \0 come from a different diTection. Perh.ps a 

tripwiTe trigger i. cho""n for the condition and i. place<! on a flight of '\air;_ The 

'00 
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designer requires two rounds to be played, one after the other, once th~ tripwire trigg~,. 

is crossed by th~ player. Tho tlrst sound is placed at the bettom of the stairs_ n.e 
,",cond sound i. placed near {he top. The FREND interface can prm;de an option where 

on action placed on the floor-plan can be attach~d {o a condition alr~ady specified in a 

,",ene. For instance, right dickin~ on on action can provide an o]Xion. "attach to 

condition". If tbe user selects this option. a list of {he ,",ene', oondilions i. di,played 

for the u""r to chou,", from_ Once a oondition is chosen. the action i. attached and the 

action is glYeTl ~ number_ Thi' numb<-,. i, to sbow the order in which actions ar~!O he 

played. The tlrst aclion attach.d to the condition i.the fir'll aclion to be played and will 

be labelled with a"I" The socond action attached to the condition will be labelled ''2'' 

and so on. 0""" the action, arc attochc<i to the condition. the dosp does not see any 

ditference irrunediatoly. To "'" {he effect, the designer must hoyer the mo",", peimer 

ovc,. the conditioo. This mion will 'how don~d lin~s connocting the condition to the 

acli"", and will sbow the acti",,'s number.d labd,_ When {he mouse pointer moves 

away from the eonditioo, the iufortlliltion will not he shown_ Thero reOS(]!l why this i. 

not shown all the time is that it would clutter the floor_plan and it could also re.ult in 

ambii{Uity iu distingui,hing the,", lines with waypoint lines, FilOUre ~.4 '""'W, and 

cxample of the mouse ooYering over a tripv.·ire trigger condition and the resulti."IOllines 

connecting the actions, All triggers can be attached to cooditions in this manner 

de""ibc<i. It would be interesting to see if this would be coofusing to either parry or if 

it provido. an elegant wiution for ",sociatilli conditions to the corrocl cO<responding 

actions. 

Fi~"" 6..1 A modifi<d "".m. f",,,, T~. UptriIDOO( .bowing bow oeooo. <on b. pla«d im 
dilt .... 1 Jo<aoo~, froID the;' .~.6itio .... with tb. ~ •• or. liDO. <0""«000 • "~oditioo t~ 

il> •• Ii •• " 

'". 
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6.2.3 Portal 

YRDirect introduced the concept of a ··.pawn point"' which showed the po,it ion 

and direction that the avatar wwld face when moving between sets. Th~ 11oor

plans '»ortar icon wa. u.ed for this porpo.e but did not .hm, the direction the 

avatar .hould he facing. [n . tead we .ugge.t a new icon which has an arrow on 

the ~nd .howing the direction. We bdiev~ that YRDirect should change the 

name of '·.pawn point' · to '·portal'· rawer than the floor_plan language changing 

to ··'pawn poinC. Thi. i. llecause "'pawn point"' i. a gaming term u.ed in 

specific type. of game, and therefor. only known to play~,." of the,e game,. 

Our content expert, may be garners. but we would also like to appeal to a 

broader audience. Figure 6.5 .how. oUr new portal icon. 

Icon and Name 

Scene Portol 

,,;~.,.. 6.~ n, now p" .... 1 ;,'on ,~.won& tho d, ....... n on w~;"h tho .v .... , mu" foo'< wl".n 

placrd into the n~ ut 

6.3 Introduction of new Icons and Annotations 

When anoly,in!; the episode diogram. we ",~iced thai a dilTcrcnl ,ort "f oui_"",-"", w", 
needed, ",!her than one that J,::e\s played to mlll.ili"" from ""e '1'i.ode t(] the next. W. 

al,o noted durin>: autJuJI"in>: that th. pnll,'fammer was requir.d to spedfy a sky\x,x 

which encapsulate. the w,wld. There were many . kybo>.e, [(l choo,e rrom in [he library 

rc.ulling in die programmer nO! knowing which [0 choose. We intrOOllCe a ".-ay of 

,peoifying ""ene-wide cu[-.cenes and ,how where , kyboxes can be specified, Both 

,cene-wide cut-, cene, and 5kyoo>.es would be new additions to the tloor-plan 

language, 

6.3.1 Scene-wiele cut-scenes 

A distincti"" between <piso<le·wide out-,e,,-ne, (out-scenes diogrammed in [he epi,ode 

network diagram t" belp pr<'I.""'"" the ,tory) ond scene-wide oui-SCe""" i. neces,ary A, 

designers ",,,,,ired film clip' «, be played d"ring a ,oene and co TC1um the play~"T back 

w, 
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to th~ """,,c. Scene-wide cut-sc"""" can be u,ed within a ,""",e to .how cOlltext or 

provide a way to show the player instructiorul. These film-clip, play from a particular 

=e and 00"" complete bring 1M player back to the .et from which 1M <Ce11e 

<x:curred, A scene-wide cut-,cene icon (frgure 6.6) can be added to the vi,uallanguage 

and can be placed 00 m. fl"",,""plan to show the ""ene and where in the "'."" the cut

&rene i, played, for in,rallce in 'The Consequence game. the ",ene-wide cll1-=ne icoo 

could be placed in the alley and i, trig~e",d by a proximity trigger around the gangster. 

Icon and Name 

CJ 
Scene-wid. Cut-seene 

Fi~u" 6.~ h'". ,~"'" ;. ~ tne .<w .« .... "id. cut->«m< to I>t add.d to tbe noor_pJon 
I •• ,uge. 

6.3.2 Skyboxes 

Skyboxes encap.ulate ooe or more = during all1horin~ and attempt to .imulate the 

horizon of (lie environment. A. the floor-plan language and episooe .1IUct= ,tand. it 

would make sen,. to deoerihe the skybox to be u .. d wben defining the epi.ode .. ,ince 

me epi,odes al,o encapsulate one 0< mo.-e ,et-'. Thi. might involve attaching" .kybox 

icon to tbe <pi.ode block structure in the Epiwde View. Since we beUeve further 

re.earch need, to be dooe ou diagrammi~g <p;-,ooe'. we lea.e tbe acru.l way skyboxe, 

may be linked to <pis.odes to furore worl<. 

6.4 New Features 

The designer, were frustrated that the)- could not ",size their prop icon •. We (herefore 

-,uggest that FRENO .Ilow for ""iring of icon-' when they are placed 00 tlle floor-pIa". 

TItc action ofre,izing icOll' can be done in much the ""me way a, PowerPoillt allows 

rCO" =izing of images by dragging 00 the ",.izc_hondle, when the image i. clrted. All 

(he iCOlli should bc 0110"'"" to change .i"" .. rhi. would 001 only help with ",ole but 

may also help to prevent cluttering of icon •. 

Another ~ew feature which could be add.d to FRENO would be the defi~ition of a 

default ,cene. 1lri. would be (he obi&llcr's opportunity to place in portal icoo-' and to 
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show WNIt the default inventOf)' values are. Defuu~ scene, are nec.ssary to '!how the 

positions of characten; and pro]l5 before the player '!!an, interacting with any of the 

other scenes. Thi' woold aid the programmer to CQtl,troct the ··Simul .tion Start" 

interaction in VRDire("t. Thi, interaction is where default value, for inventory variable • 

.... defined. When the de.igner creates a new ""' in FREND. a default 'Ierne con 

.... tornalicolly be created for that ,et allowing the designer to place default infonnlltion 

before defLIli.ng other ,cmes for tbe ,rune set. 

One of the design team, participaHr.g in the experim ent .pecified a new.'" in FREND 

.., that a zoomed-in ve,..ion of the set can be used to docl1lllent interactions. This is a 

problem .ince the programmer can incorrectly specifY too many ",t, in VRlJiTect To 

avoid thi . problem, FREND shoold provide the abilil)- to LOom in on a fiOOT-pJan 

provided fOT a ,cene befure d.fming the interacOOru; on the scene. Thi' m ..... that 

either FREND provide, a zoom tool allowing each scene for a giyen set to have 

magnified ver.IOll' of the ,rune floor-pIon or FRENO allows the designer to import or 

draw image' 00 a per-scene ba,is rather tban on a p.r·s.t b.,is. Allowing the import of 

fiOOT-piaru; on the per "'eT>e basis could potentially provide ~ w~y fOT the desiW'er to 

import a diff.rent flOUf-pl ... describlnj: another set. Thi. could introduoe fwther 

probl.ms and the ~ooming tool may be a better sollllion. 

65 Conclusion 

We haye proyided sngg.stions to improye upon the Yisnollonguage and mEND tool. 

Our suggestions are not compl.t. solutions as the chong., would still need to be te.ted. 

They do, howev.r. provide a way W con1inue using the floor-pion 'p<'Cifioation 

longuage at least urnil "",h • time that they could be lested. In the next chapter we 

cundude this. dis.'~'rtati"" by summorising our result, and pointing the reader to areas 

which Tequi", further rcseorch. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

We believe that our two oa,e ,rudie, have , hed light on the difficulties Inat designer, 

and prog,am1t\tlli face in dc,jgnin~ and creating VE application" Our visual floor· 

plan langua~e and tool represents one solution to relieve the<e difflCuki« and open, 

up furth..- idea, and problems to be solved. We hold the method of ethnography in 

high reg",d IS it wa, the vehicle to gaining the insight, and 00,,,,",,"';"'" that we were 

able to make. Thi' di"trtalioo conduct ... with a summary of our finding. and 

experienoe of uoing qualitative motoods to improve the commWlicatkm through 

specification of VB> betw","" deSl~rs and programmers. In order to cootinue 

towards lin. worthy gool, we proVIde a sectioo. outlining an array of future work 

w>mug to be explored. 

7.1 Summary 

Two case , tud"", were conducted ""inl: ethnography to ob,eJVe design .... in the 

activity ofVE de,ign. VE planmng and w rnXIerstand {he artefact< they produced We 

01110 made obsel'f3tioos of the programmer', rcspoosc to the,c artefacts ",hen 

ottempting to implement tho VE plan in the VRDirect OUIi>oring tooL 

In our first study we allowed our de,ignen; to communicate verbally in de,ign ,."ion, 

about their de,ign and produce a de,ign document (a popular meth<>d uocd in game 

de,ign) to record their imagined sceuario in coocrele form. We found lhal our de,i).'1lC!"li 

made use of a floor-plan artefact during verbal di,=,ioos to decide IIllw they 

imagined the player to mteract around tho 'pace in the eIlvironmeu!. Through an 

analy,is of toe desIgn document, we identified 1IlII tho designer battled to desoribe 

interaction. based on the player movement in the YE. They used filming language 

familiaT to them in ." attempt to conITol the o.equence of event, in their ,tory without 

catering for the player", frcedom of movement in the YE. This could be due to the 

placing of ",,",-linear information into a linear t",-!ual document medium. The 

programmer fuund !he design document method exhausting 10 read and bottled '" 

establish authoring and scripting infol1llatioo. 1he design document was .. t .. nslaled·· 

by toe prolOl"ammer into a tabular form "hidl identified eveut-actioo piIIl"S and po,ilioo, 

w; 
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of in the environment. The programmer found much of the details un:spe:Cltlea 

and battled to between the and interactions. 

While we realise that this first case looked at one UU\.UU.llO'JIl, we felt 

that similar UH1 . ..,,",,,,U.'''''' also arise in other 

document was chosen as it can many in different 

sections and allowed the to be as as Instead of 

sUl2;g(,stlng a redraft of the document to address the ''''''''''.'6 information and 

Ill(;anon. we felt it better to revamp, at least the of interactions in a 

way that the while the ~-~'e"-' to document in a 

suitable way so that the pT<)gramlmllng information is clear to the programmer. 

The visual '<U'J!',U"J!','" v",,,,,,,e;u from months and was "n~,rlr,·rI 

the information rich """-"., .. , visual formalism that was used the ~"'''''S''''''' 

their verbal discussion sessions. We uv." ........ '-',"u.j<, interaction information 

for Club Dune in a visual way on of the of the environment for Club 

Dune and we 

on the 

constructed a set of icons and annotations that could be 

These icons and annotations document information 

This visual and condition-action 

h,.."t,ron method was cross-checked with VRDirect and the 

that could be tool. We also nrcmlllPn with 

would use narrative rtP",..rlTlH,'''''' and made use of uU15'"~5''' that "' .... ;>15"'"'. 

instructions and In order to 

the 

of 

we 

the linear nature of the 

epISO(les. sets and scenes with the intention 

recorded in the to the non-linear 

scene interactions recorded on the sets. A software was 

to the new method and automate the documentation and 

mamaigernellI of the interactions. With the introduction of this new method 

we could make a 

to programmers. 

Our second case consisted of 

mini-interactive games 

in the way communicate their 

artefacts of three 

"1.",,-,,,.,,-,a.uu'H method. We made 

use of artefact constructive 11'W,>,..,.~nr .. , of the artefacts and 

observations of the programmer the VE in order to obtain data. Our 

showed that the U"'~"5UllOl" understood the information needed to 

much more than the document method and were therefore able to 
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visualise the interactions in an apt)ropri:ate manner. For "'~'"'':I''''' the 

,£1".,.,.,"",.,,,, the condition 

or where the was to and the actions that would occur after the 

condition became true. We did note """v,._w"" ... ~ at times for a scene that the U<O"ll'.U<Ol 

were 

corrected. 

but believe that with additional constructs these can be 

Another is that the programmer understood the U"~"l'.'''' and used 

them as a hl""""';nt for and the game "The . The 

programmer found the scenes were in an ::Inlnrn,nn 

of thirteen condition-action were not defined on the 

two out 

There was also no 

need to translate the into a new form as was done for the document 

method. 

We established that the visual set and annotations were learnt 

as their PowerPoint scenes and FREND scenes looked very similar with the 

same icons chosen to the same data. the 

to the interactions on the for that set, U<O'''I5J'l''l to 

and talk about each scene, but failed to the "'""'1'>"'" how the 

linear described related to the non-linear elements described 

the scenes. The reason for this may be that the constructs which we chose were 

or a time for the to grasp the 

Another reason could be that the FREND interface did not the 

mental model for the aesagrlers 

The research described in this dissertation .. " .... ·ac·a ..... c .... ral.Tn,'"., ... work in this area 

and as such there is much in the way of future research in upon or 

alternatives to our method. Our work can also 

influence the entire process of VE creation and can be and 

extended to include other hardware and different ofVE genres. 

We have identified Posslible extensions to our but not limited to: 

• Inl1,r-lrilan ......... i_ .... I:>" Extensions 
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As the VRDirect "",j,h",1"1t'I<Y continues ,,"',,"',," ....... "'.n the visual ."'u5 ..... 5'" would need 

to be extended and even .uvuu."' .... Research also needs to be conducted into 

the use of sets and scene were not used as intended. 

other alternatives could be and mt,,,"nT·,,tp,rI with the 

"UI"'U~''''''. A look into the theories of AI and bases such as Zancanaro et 

at to document game rules and .. ".v.,,/;;""""' .... into the It 

would be lnt'~r""'t..,". to see if this could be into our 

Our was derived from mini-interactive games which had an adventure-like 

of VE genres, such as museum genre. Other 

educational VE benefit from a visual '""'/;;"''''6''' 

genres. This may fit well with Hendricks et ai's context 

tool and tool. 

simulations and 

to those 

Extensions to the " ... 5 ..... 5'" would also need to be considered if a different hardware 

was defined as immersive or collaborative which would allow 

for new of interactions to be COllQulctea in the environment. 

" 1" .......... "'ofFREND 

If the visual is up(late:d then the software which embodies it would also 

need to be. We have some for FREND. 

One might consider a of the software used to express the visual '''''1'>''''1'>''', 

if new of structures were introduced. , ....... ,,"'" new 

features to FREND also prove fruitful. One such feature 

to allow the ....... " .. '''''''' to test his scenes the avatar the 

scenes fJ"".a'''' .... The program could show all the avenues a 

take. This would also aid the in the of his ideas to other 

team-members as watch the game unfold in 2D before any 

takes Thus FREND moves from a to a more 

~~r"""",,~,'nn and pre:serLtation 

" document with the 1I<1,''''I''_nll''" 

We never intended the document to be used the programmer. It may 

be to inr·", ... ,,,,,..,t,, the information on the so 

that the programmer can "click" on audio icons and see the cOITes.pondllng ...... ""E, ... '" 
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in the Further research could focus on the 

with a nVI)er-Ie:l({ s(~re(!npllay to form a ~v .... -".~." .. "' .... ~·u mechanism. 

• "'IIJ',,'" ••• '" the interface of FREND to other tools 

A hard but one IS fundamental to solve would be the 

interface ofFREND "on so that the can 

and create the VE without the need for a programmer. This would in 

VE creation easy for 

.th(,,,.r.o tools such as 

who are not familiar with prc)gr:ammlng. 

could benefit from an 

Another useful is to use FREND as an asset 'U"~'UI;o,""""'" as well as 

I-' .. "" .... U'" software. This research could look into to manage the 

resources and assets that make up the as texture maps, nh,C\tnor" 

,uV'U"''', audio and the 

• ."'",..,,-, ... ,. ..... FREND for use with other tools 

Since FREND is aimed at we tried to what would find 

useful and what would need in order to document their interactions. Howp'vp,. 

the of interactions that could be documented were influenced and constrained 

our VRDirect. Further research would need to be done to 

ascertain how in FREND would be programmers 

other into this may reveal that the visual 

''''''6'''~E>'' may need to be extended than 

1<1.115""'5" needs to be reduced tool is not 

of research would to whether 

it is DOSSlible to have a and tool that is mdepfmd,ent of 

the ""tlh""," pac:k:a~~e used. 

• ... "'··· ..... ,"' .. ~"with a programmer who is not also the 

In our studies the programmer was also a researcher which could lead to a "l"\c",'hlp 

bias. This is because the researcher was sessions 

in the first case and interviewed the in the second case study. This 

would allow the programmer to information not because of her 

research role and thus the researcher may not make a full set of 

observations. The solution to this would be to npr't(wm a similar case a 
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programmer who is not also the .. "c,,,,,r/'h The programmer would then need to be 

observed and interviewed 

III Splecilric~lti(Jm of methods for other roles reJ:lre!~ented in the team 

We have looked into the roles and communication between '"''"''''5''''"'' and 

programmer in VE creation. Research into the of VE between 

different roles could also aid in and the creation process . 

.-,.""'",,, other visual and software interfaces could be derived for 

roles in a similar vein to ours. 

,. how FREND enhance presence 

how in FREND the user of the VE 

can the more for the user and not 

for the programmer. Issues such as presence and user of the VE 

may be with the aid of an or method. 

in a more "AIJU"'," way in 

our visual IS a potential 

VR is an new medium to be realised as a communications 

medium. We believe that there is still much research to be done in order for VR to take 

off as a form of communication. Our visual is a 

stone, 

to 

a way to allow content 

in 

the manifestation of 

are not ne(:es!;an 

and creation process and 

and tales in VR 

medium. We our work will spur on others to the lUU .. UUV,"" task of 

lln,r1prctOlnl1,IMO and VE creation and amaclpate how our efforts 

be used in the future content programmers and researchers alike to create 

and the creation of nt" ... ""t", VE " .... "'''' ... ,,''''''. 
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a as it seems ... 
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Section 4 

Section 5 
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Section 7 

use some 
" 

women 

if 
" 

" 

see " 

scene. 

Jn1rUlln" con man 
" 

1: 
" 
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moves 
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can 
II 

here." 
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Section 14 

Mr V receives email of a 
orO(Ot1fOe gun on auction 

at Club Dune. 

He call from one of 
his men 

him that The 
Dune is seized gang 

·X". 
2 

The enters the 
scene, outside in main 

road ...... ,,,.,,,.or 
r.nl'l,ninnl a tourist 

from her necklace. 3 

MrV to 
find a suitable to 

in the The and 
steal the gun before 

auction time. 
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Convince the 
bounoerthatyou 
are a of the 

auction. 
13 

infonns MrV 
that he has found 

someone. 

The 

and tries to sell 
necklace. 

6 

7 

offers the 
- ie. To steal 

pa<:i<aae' at The Dune. 
the a 

to communicate 
with. 8 

The sterts his 
mission. 

9 

ENTER THE DUNE 

Sweet telk two 
ladies in the queue. 

In the meantime 
steal their ,, __ """' •.• 
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17 

10 

Go to side entrance 
and mug staff 

member on a smoke 
break. Take his wrist 

pass. 15 
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Information to the 
Number of the 

and an pass. 

23 

Go to bar and ask 
Natasha. 

18 

Natasha 
into store room. 

19 

One dressed in VIP 
gear, meet Natasha in 

store room. 

Nalasha informs 
about next 
either 

129 

21 

22 

24 

Information on how to 
to the safe via the 

vent 

25 
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26 27 

has less than a 
to ..... ,."""", ... 

and 
VIP 5eC:tlon 

28 

32 
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Model Name Positions References 

Bouncer- 1 Main entrance Sec 6:35 

Lady-I Main entrance Sec 6:35 

Lady-2 Main entrance Sec 6:35 

Bouncer-2 Staff entrance Sec 7:52 

Staff Member By trash bins at Sec 7:53 

staff entrance 

Barmen At Bar Sec 7:79-81 

Natasha Near toilet entrance Sec 7:93-94; 105-106 

Room Sec7:11 

Head Office Sec 7: 179 

In car Sec 7: 216 

Stop Sign VIP entrance Sec 7:149 

Maxwell Head Office Sec 7:178 

Downstairs Sec 7: 205; Sec 8:28 

PI, Avatar - Thug Main Entrance Sec 7:20;23 

PI, Avatar-Con Main Entrance Sec 7:20;23 

PI, Avatar - Sneak Main Entrance Sec 7:20;32 

Khan Starts at Main Sec 7:201 , 
Entrance after safe Sec 7:214 

is Moves 

around the entrance 

and dance floor 

Other people Running out of Sec 7:201 

Club 

Puma NO POSITION Sec 8:5 

MrV NOPOSlTlON Sec 5:1 

Shadow agents of the defence force NOPOSlTlON Sec 6:14 

Russians NOPOSlTlON Sec 6:16 

Langer NOPOSlTlON Sec 6:22 

Mugged Lady NOPOSlTlON Sec 6:20 

Armed Ga.H5~''''~ NO POSITION Sec 3: 1 

Table B.I Table ofCbaracters and Tbeir Positions in the Club Dune Set. 
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Model Name Positions References 

romnlimentarv Ticket Sticking out of womens Sec 7:40 

A ... 
""""""5' 

Staff Pass Staff Members Wrist Sec 7:54 

Jacket Far corner of the Club Sec 7:121-122 

Glasses Far comer of the Club Sec 7:121-122 

Safe Comer of Head Office Sec 7:178 

Grill Blocking Ventilation Sec 7:172 

Duct in Store Room 

Dialling Knob On Safe Sec 7:185-190 

n -n."L Attached to Player after Sec 7:194 

Safe. 

Players Gun - 9.mm Available on Player Section 7: 190; 194 

after the 

na~k"l>e r --0 

Alcohol Bottles Dispersed thr' -o- See 7:210 

the club. 

Khans' Gun - 9.mm On Khan Sec 7:202-203 

or AK 

(Kala: .47 

Maxwell Gun On Maxwell Sec 7:206 

Money Carry on you. Sec 7:45-46;90 

Sec 8: 32 

Car Outside Staff Entrance Sec 7:216 

Mirror NO POSITION Sec 2:8 

Design Documents NO POSITION Sec 6:11 

Cell Phone On character Sec 6:22 

Table B.2 Table and their PO!iitil[)nS in the Club Dune set. 
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Women's U<UJUL'''5 

Red Curtain 

Table B.3 Table of Static 

itions References 

Outside of Main Sec 7:53 

Entrance. 

Held Natasha 

On one of the women's 

shoulders? 

Sec 

Sec 7:40 

In front of VIP area Sec 7:149 

Above the Staff Sec 7:57 

Entrance to Club Dune 

Above the staff room. Sec 7:96-97 

and their PO!ilUl[)DS in the Club Dune Set 
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Character 

World 
Initialization 

Close Screen 

the bouncer 

Talk Initiation 

Scene press 
button to talk 
with women. 

Scene talk with 
women 

Front 
Entrance 

Condition 

On game 

One world load 

User-selection 

If you have 

1m away 
from ladies. 
User-selection 

the 
button. 

Women and 

Successful 
Women and 

Unsuccessful 
Women and 

Women 
Conman 

Successful 
Women and 
Conman 

Women and Sneak 

139 

References 

Section 2:1 

Section 6:22, 
30 
Section 14:8 

Cellular Phone 
Interface appears, 

Section 6:34 

no Section 6:36 
Section 14:13 

Camera to 
CUT-TO CLOSE UP 
from of 
view of the two 

different 0 tions. 
Close text 
and Playa cutscene 
of the 
into Club. 
Dis lav a text based 

Section 7:2 
Se . 

Section 7:3 

Section 7:5-20 

7:21-

Section 7:24-
33 

Section 7:30 
and 33. 

Section 7:34-
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Scene talk with 
bouncer. 

Scene get staff 
pass-

Scene get staff 
pass - con 

Scene get staff 
pass 

Trashbins 
outside Staff 
Entrance 

Trashbins 
outside Staff 
Entrance 

Trashbins 
outside Staff 
Entrance 

Trashbins 
outside Staff 

Unsuccessful 
Women and Sneak 

Successful 

worker. 

If presses 
button and near 
worker. 

If 

worker. 

If presses 
button and near 
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which had 41 

of Section 7:38-
39 

from women. 
Camera Section 7:40-

41,74 

of 

of 

is Section 7: 55-
and 56 

Section 7: 64 
Section 14:15 

staff pass appears on 
the wrist. 
Start timer to 
off scene bouncer 
discovers intruder in 
3 minutes time. 
Worker is Section 7: 55-
unconscious and 56 

hides worker Section 7: 64 
the bin. The Section 14: 15 

staff pass appears on 
the wrist. 
Start timer to 
off scene "Staff 
member tells 

2 

is Section 7: 55-
unconscious and 56 

hides worker Section 7: 68 
behind the bin. The 

appears on 
wrist. 

Start timer to 
off scene "Staff 
member tells 
bouncer" in 3 
minutes time. 
Worker is Sectio 
unconscious and 56 
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Entrance 

Staff member Staff 
tells bouncer Entrance 

Staff bouncer Inside Club 
catches 

Staff bouncer Inside Club 
catches 
Con 

Staff bouncer Inside Club 
catches 
Sneak 

Enter Club via Staff 
staff entrance Entrance 

Meet 
bouncer 

Staff Staff 
with Entrance 

worker. 

If timer has 
scene 

hides worker Section 7: 70 
behind the bin. 1be 
staff pass appears on 
the wrist. 
Start timer to 
off scene "Staff 
member tells 
bouncer" In 1 
minutes time. 
Worker wakes up Section 7: 61-
and warns bouncer. 63 
Camera 

over. Section 7: 67 
select a Section 10:9-

11. 
outside 

Staff 

over. Section 7: 69 
select a Section 10:9-

11. 
outside 

over. Section 7: 71 
select a Section 10:9-

11. 
outside 

Section 7: 57, 
74 

Section 7:59 

away. 

Table C.l the Club interactions and their pmiltl.~ns in the VE are documented 
the programmer from the Club Dune Document. 

Interaction Position Condition Referee 
Name 
Scene meet Within 1m If camera Section 7: 79-
barman of the bar text 83 

Barmen. Section 14:18 
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Scene Meet 
Barman - branch 
1, 1. 

Scene Meet 
Barman - branch 
2, option 1. 

Scene Meet 
Barman - branch 
2, 2. 

Scene Meet 
barman branch 
1, 2. 

Scene Meet 
barman - branch 
1, 3 

Scene Meet 
barman- branch 
3, 1 

Scene Meet 
barman- branch 
3, 2 

Scene: Natasha 
goes into storage 
room. 

Scene enter 

Within 1m 
of the bar 

Within 1m 
of the bar. 

Within 
of the bar. 

Within 1m 
ofthe bar 

Within 1m 
ofthe bar 

Within 1m 
of the bar 

Within 1 
of the bar 

storage 
room. 

presses button. 

near 

shot 

camera 
to a 

Toilet 

1m 

camera 
text 

pays barman 

of 

into 

camera 
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Section 7: 87-
90 
Section 14:18 

Section 7:91-
92 Section 
14:18 

Section 7: 93-
95 
Section 14:18 

Section 7:96-
100 
Section 14:18 

Section 7:101 
-107 
Section 14:18 

Section 
7:102-103 
Section 14:18 

Section 
7:104-107 
Section 14:18 

Section 
7:110-111 

Section 
7:113-119 
Section 
14:19-20 
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Scene 
storage room 
with Jacket and 

is at ? 
door of 
storage 

.::lUI"!:;',"'""", -Con room. 

Scene enter 
storage room -
with Jacket and 

Sneak 

and Con 

Scene meet 
bouncer 

and Con 
Scene meet 

is at ? 
door of 
storage 
room. 

The 

The 

If 

and 
has 
and 
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text message of 
"Hi 

walks 

I'm 

and 
out of 

camera 
is 

out of 

camera 
is 

text message of 
N atasha, "Good work, 
the 

camera 
to see the 

Section 
121-124 
Section 
128 138 
Section 
14:21-24 

Section 
128 -
140-146 

7: 

7: 

7: 

Sect 7: 149-
1 
168-169 
Section 14:26 

Section 
7:156-157 

Section 
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bouncer 

but 

with 
and 
no 

meet 
with 
and 
no 

Thug 
and Con branch 
1,0 tion 1. 
Scene get up to 
ventilation duct -
Sneak 
Scene move up 
ventilation duct. 

Scene initiate 
timer. 

Scene look at 
knob. 

Scene enter code 
- first number -
15 

Scene enter code 
second number 

- 34-

Scene enter code 
- third number-
50 and open safe. 
- Thu 

is near to interact 
bouncer 

The 

ventilation 
duct. 

Inside Head When 
Office. inside 

office 

Inside Head 
office. 

Inside Head If scene look at 
near dialling knob 

safe. has occurred 
and use arrow 

and no 
numbers are 
ri ht 

Inside Head If scene enter 
near code first 

safe. number- has 
occured 
arrow 
selects 
number. 

Inside Head If scene 
near code 

safe. number 
occurred 

144 

text and 

text, 
here." 

2m 

text, 

moves up the 

climb 
duct. 

the 
and 
and 

Translate 
inside the 

a clock on 
that 

- a small 
the 

dialled is 

Number 
hard focus. 

Make green go on. 
Allow to dial for 
the third Dial fast 

Number hard 

7:158-161 

Section 
162-164 

Section 

7: 

7:165-167 

Section 7: 173 
Section 14 :27 

Section 7: 
173-181 
Section 14:27 

Section 
7:182-183 
Section 14:28 

Section 7: 186 

Section 
187-

189;192 

Section 
7:144; 187-
189; 192 

Section 
7:144; 187-

194 
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use arrow Number hard focus. 
and selects The view? will 
number. resume but will have 

the and the 
.9mm in his 
hand. 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene look at 
- first number - near knob 187-
15 - Con safe. occurred 

use arrow Number 
and no medium focus. The 

are view? will 
resume but will have 
the and the 
.9mm in his 
hand. 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene enter Section 
- second number near code first 187-

34 - Con safe. number- has 
occured Number medium 
arrow view? 
selects but will 
number. and 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene enter Section 
- third number- near code 187-
50 and open safe. safe. number 193-194 
Con occurred 

use arrow Number medium focus. 
and selects The view? will 
number. resume but will have 

the and the 
in his 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene look at Section 
- first number - near knob 187-
15 Sneak safe. occurred 

use arrow slow 
and no easy focus. The 

are view? will resume but 
will have the 
and the .9mm in 
his hand. 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene enter Section 
- second number office, near code first 187-

34 Sneak safe. number- has 
occured slow 
arrow 
selects 
number. 

Scene enter code Inside Head If scene enter 
- third number- near code 187-
50 and open safe. safe. number 193-194 
- Sneak occurred 

use arrow easy 
and selects view? will 
number. resume but will have 
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Interaction Position Condition Action References 
Name 

If Section 7: 196 
office, into fires Section 

2 14:29,30 

Section 7: 198-
199 
Section 14:29 
Section 7: 198-
199 
Section 14:29 
Section 7: 198-
199 
Section 
14:29,30 

out Section 7: 197 
shoots. Section 

14:29,30 
Scene exit VIP Near exit scene of Section 7:200-

the VIP 204 

Scene fires at Section 7:205-
Shoots 206 

Section 14:31 

Maxwell dies Section 7:206 
Section 14:32 

Maxwell dies Section 7:206 
Section 14:32 

Maxwell dies Section 7:206 
Section 14:32 

Khan shoots Bullets are Section 
Somewhere 7:208;214 
near the Section 14:31 
entrance or 
near the 
dance floor. 

is 
somewhere 
near the 
stairs and 
near the rear 
of the club. 

Khan kills Khan If dies. Reload Section 7:209 
Somewhere at head 
near the 
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Khan hits 

Pick up alcohol 
bottle 

kills Khan-
Thug 

Player kills Khan
Con 

entrance or 
near the 
dance floor. 

is 
somewhere 
near the 
stairs and 
near the rear 
of the club. 
Khan 
Somewhere 
near the 
entrance or 
near the 
dance floor. 

is 
somewhere 
near the 
stairs and 

alcohol 
bottles 
Main 
floor. 

Main 
floor. 

club 

club 

Player kills Khan- Main 
Sneak floor. 

club 

power 
low). 

bar is 

is shot Decrease 
number shot. 

is near Increase 

bottle) 

bottle 
it to the 

If shoots 
Khan 5 times. 

If shoots 
Khan 6 times. 

If shoots 
Khan 7 times. 

Khan will die 

Khan will die 

Khan will die 

bar. 

exits staff At the staff If user Staff Camera 
entrance. exit door. Entrance and 

presses the use 
button. 

drive off. 
Mission Com lete. 

Section 7:209 
Section 14:31 

Section 7:210-
211 

Section 7 :212-
214 
Section 14:32 
Section 7:212-
214 
Section 14:32 
Section 7:212-
214 
Section 14:32 
Section 7:215-
219 
Section 8: 16 
Section 14:32-
24 

Table C.3 Interactions and their positliolllS in the VE are documented the programmer 
from the Club Dune Document the final ofthe story in which the 

must drive away with the in order to the game. 
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Appendix D 

Fioorpian View Icons, Annotation 
and Definitions 

Authoring Icons 

" 

" any an 

t t - Dr 

, <>pen. ~i<lw close up. 

'" 

, , 
noo - play~r 

" 

The user 
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Scripting Icons 

Actions: 

Defin,tJon 

o 
"'''-~ If you would like an action to t>e done alter the pl.>yer presses a 

key on the k~yboard, use thi . icO!1 to .how a keyboard inpJt from 
the USer Please indicate in your interaction description tie key the 

"''', user must pr~s. , 
If you would i k~ actiO!1 to be ""rtorm<ld afl~r the play~r clicks the 

~...!~~~~_~;"ft mouse OOltO!1 key, then use this icon. 
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~ 
U'ing tM '" iron wi ll a~ Dw yoo to desOribe an interact 
scene by typing in ".ort <lescriplion 

Sc';;;;13OOI 

IOn fur the 

Narrative Icons 

from mo~ing forward 

" 
scene you 

to your task ;'; I tr 

Various Annotations 

In a . cene, 

" the scene 

" label somethi ng you 
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JIMMY stands on the 
GUNSHOP is to his 

• GET GUN - WALKING THE STREETS 
DUSK 

at an intersection onto the ROAD. The 
MOTIVATIONAL VOICE-OVER PLAYS 

SMS TEXT 
Meet me in the for initiation instructions 

IF YOU ENTER THE GUNSHOP IN UNDER 10 SECONDS 

SMS NOTIFICATION SOUND PLAYS 

SMS TEXT 
Meet me in the for initiation instructions 

lb. INITIATION 
EXT. GUNSHOP 

GET GUN - RUN INTO COP CAR WITH GUN 
DUSK 

POLICE SIREN SOUND STARTS 

AUDIO FROM COP CAR LOUDHAILER 
there scum, busted! 

Ie. INITIATION GET GUN - RUN INTO COP CAR WITH NO GUN 
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EXT. GUNSHOP 

CAR comes to a SCREECHING HALT 

POLICE SIREN SOUND 
COP CAR 

You had better be careful around here at 

- GET GUN - DON'T RUN INTO COP CAR Id. INITIATION 
EXT. GUNSHOP .,· .... ,"' .. .,\DUSK 

IF YOU DO NOT WALK INTO THE COP CAR'S PROXIMITY SHERE OR 
WITHOUT WHEN YOU WALK THE STREETS 

2a. INITIATION - GET GUN - WALK INTO ALLEY + NO OBJECTS 
bri1etcllse, hat and '''U'!;'''''''';'' that you from the 

JIMMY walks into a The face-brick walls have 
them in some A GANGSTER stands in the 

him. 

JIMMY 
Scum 

- GET GUN - WALK INTO ALLEY WITH 
.. JU .... ~.;:JI.;:JIa:...;:JI. GUN 

JIMMY walks into a The face-brick walls have 
them in some A GANGSTER stands in the 
",n ...... """," him. 
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3a. INITIATION - GET GUN - ENTER GUNSHOP WITH NO 
OBJECTS AND NO BRIEFCASE from with sound 

INT. GUNSHOP 

JIMMY walks into a GUNSHOP. The oak-coloured walls are adorned with 
various guns. Behind the COUNTER of oak the SHOP OWNER stands 
WAITING to attend your needs. A GUN lies on the COUNTER to the of the 
SHOP OWNER. 

IF YOU HA VE NOT RETRIEVED THE 
FROM THE GANGSTER 

CALM MUSIC starts at medium volume 

activates 15 second time 
walk into SHOP OWNERS 

SHOP OWNER 
don't have money then 

activates 5 second time 
SMS NOTIFICATION SOUND PLAYS 

SMSTEXT 

AND BRIEFCASE 

before time is 

Meet me in the for initiation instructions 

3b. INITIATION - GET GUN - ENTER GUNSHOP WITH OBJECTS 
AND BRIEFCASE 
INT. GUNSHOP 

JIMMY walks into a GUNSHOP. The oak-coloured walls are adorned with 
various guns. Behind the COUNTER of oak the SHOP OWNER stands 
WAITING to attend your needs. A GUN lies on the COUNTER to the of the 
SHOP OWNER. 

CALM MUSIC starts at medium volume 

before time is 

SHOP OWNER 
See you like? 

JIMMY 
Just gonna browse 
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4a. INITIATION - GET GUN - UPSTAIRS NO OBJECTS 

JIMMY walks into the section of the GUN 
same fashion as the downstairs section. There are guns in covered 
cabinets on the walls. The MUSIC that could be heard downstairs can still be but 
it is much softer. There is a TABLE in the comer of the room and a FILE CABINET 
next to it. 

4b. INITIATION 
OBJECTS 

JIMMY walks into the 

-GET GUN - UPSTAIRS GUN WITH 

section of the GUN 
same fashion as the downstairs section. There are guns in covered 
cabinets on the walls. The MUSIC that could be heard downstairs can still be but 
it is much softer. There is a TABLE in the comer of the room and a FILE CABINET 
next to it. 

and a LOUD 

5a. INITIATION -GET GUN -RETURNING TO DOWNSTAIRS 
GUN SHOP AFTER BROWSING AROUND UPSTAIRS WITH NO 
OBJECTS 

JIMMY walks into the downstairs section of the GUNSHOP. The oak-coloured walls 
are adorned with various guns. Behind the COUNTER of oak the SHOP 
OWNER stands WAITING to attend your needs. A GUN lies on the COUNTER to the 

of the SHOP OWNER. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED THE OBJECTS FROM THE ALLEY GANGSTER 
AND PLACED THE BRIEFCASE ON THE TABLE UPSTAIRS 

OWNER TURNS towards you 

SHOP OWNER 
I told you, don't have money then off! 
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5b. INITIATION - GET GUN - RETURNING TO DOWNSTAIRS 
GUN SHOP AFTER PLACING BRIEFCASE UPSTAIRS 
OBTAINED OBJECTS FROM ALLEY 

JIMMY walks into the downstairs section of the GUNSHOP. The oak-coloured walls 
are adorned with various guns. Behind the COUNTER of oak the SHOP 
OWNER stands WAITING to attend your needs. A GUN lies on the COUNTER to the 

of the SHOP OWNER. 

IF YOU HA VE RECEIVED THE OBJECTS FROM THE GANGSTER AND 
PLACED THE BRIEFCASE ON THE TABLE UPSTAIRS 

CALM MUSIC starts at medium and the LOUD SOUND 

SHOP OWNER RUNS you towards the section 
... ""1'511< ......... route for a set of time that is 

the gun, and time hislher exit from the ....... 11' .... ".5) 

SHOP OWNER 
What the hell is that! 

GUN APPEARS in hand 
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Inc. p. 15-27. 

Available from: 

Curios Labs 
Curious Labs 

flU'''",'UU 7.0. San 

San 

3D games that sell. 

6. 

research. 

and 
Virtual Environments: 

Lawrence Erlbaum AS1;oclate:s, 

"H"\."'''''''15 collaborative 
educational virtual environments: a case 

3 p.30 37. 

from 
SIGCHI on 
ACM Press. p. 486-493. 

Poser 4. Santa 

and in virtual environment 
and Multimedia '99 held at the 

Dundee. 
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for virtual environments. 
User-Centered and lm,olementcltlo'n 

of York. p. 91-98. 

Virtual 
of narrative. Lecture notes in COlnmlter",-,IO'''''-'O:;;, 

for VR UjJ~JU"'ULA''''''. 
USA. ACM Press. p. 53-58. 

environment. 

314. 

"'f).,fp.·p.,,'p on interaction 
Press. p. 125-126. 

lVli:lIfSU,t:Il, G. and 
in virtual 

H.J. 

visualization and interaction in 
Press. p. 171-180. 

S. 1) DVR-
Vettii ill 

",10>'0",..0 on Virtual 
Greece. ACM Press. p. 307 

A l1th".";n,,-, Tools for Content 
vm,UU' .. UlfI on Virtual 

ACM Press. p. 117-123. 

A tool for 
In AFRIGRAPH '03: 

\.-UfTlf.j'UlI;;:r I7lrar.'nIL:S. virtual 
ACM 

International Hobo. (2001) Foundations of Interactive 
Association. 

f'{)J11p"pnl~p on Assistive leGnnc.}j()I!le.~ 

exercise program for 
international ACM 
ACM Press. p. 56-

63. 

S. A software model and 
user interfaces. ACM Transactions on 

1"",rW:I'UITl. 6, p. 1-46. 

S. (1991) Film shot shot: COllce,ol to screen. 
Michael Wiese Productions. 
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K. Environments for 
London. 

au ..... ,",,,. N. (1 

PhD 

_V~~""J ~I"",rul','" for virtual environments. on User-
and Virtual Environments. 

,"n,pn:1",,' of York. 

media. au'''',.''"'" .... , ...... ", Massachusetts 

D. for HCI field 
research. In DIS '00: on 
held in New United States. ACM Press. p. 280-286. 

L. Collins game art: the urt:lnnlr art 
games. "-'v,'uvu, 

MJ. ,v.rc.'nnle;n •. Hnw>n Methods and Me,rnOlaot,o~lles 
99-06. Ma~)sachusetts, 

visual 
Hew lett-

as apJI711(;al,fOn Irame'wnlrlL~_ 
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. 

scene 
.(,VI11nn'.('ium on volume visualization held in 

Press. p. 49-56. 

In DIS '00: f'roceeamJ~s 
United States. ACM 

A CA VEA T Tutorial. Instructions on and 
presenlted to the CAVES researchers. '-'''v .... v,''''" • ..,. 

(ial'tleh'rvn 3D. North 

C.E., M.S. (l Constructive Interaction: a 
method for er-·cornplllter-user interaction. In DI.-'."',"". 
INTERACT 84 - IFIP international on 
iniInteraction held in L-"Jf .... un UK. North Holland. p. 269-274. 

R. 
Inc. 

Game 
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K. and A. a 
actors in virtual worlds. In SIGGRAPH '96 : i'r£Jce,ecti,rlI!S 
rntltpl"PrIf?P on and interactive u;:c.:nTll!uUJI::S 

United States. ACM Press. p. 205-216. 

Software Foundation 
Software Foundation. Available 

D. Game architecture and 

SmartSound Software 
United SmartSound Software 

and 

H. ( Reconstruction of 3D virtual UU!!"!J"I:5" 

Winston. 

Available from: 

In VRST '98: the ACM ~"..,'nn~"Jwt 
~nlh'''7~and in 

Pn;,.tir"n,7.,t Observation. New Rinehart and 

a/Virtual Environments. New McGraw-Hill. 

VRID: A model and 

Available from: 

Oriented and Distributed & 
Minnesota State and Universities. 

n"'"nnl.~il1m on Virtual 
ACM Press. p. 73 - 80. 
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A £'". ....... ,.,."t,"'" 

aP1:llIcl'ltlOn. In VRST '03: 
~n""'rtl"O and reCi'1nCllOfry 
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M. Introduction to Interactive Multimedia. Course for 
prCISpli!ctlve students written for the of Centre for Film 
and Media Studies. 

Document Handover 
written for the CAVES 

J.B. and :stephen. 
interaction course: 

scientists. In SIGCSE '02: f'r()ce,eal,n~s 

m a human
methods to 

on (,;u,,"V~Ul;;r science education held in AeI1CU,:KV 

SIGSCE technical ." .. lnn'o" 

United States. ACM Press. p. 
237-241. 
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C. and 't1""nr,,,,.,,,,,, 
games. Lecture 

c. 




